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 The impetus of this project was to find the answers to three questions through an architectural solution. [1] What is sustainability?  [2] How is a project 
affected when the architect is also the developer and construction manager? and [3] How can a building accommodate living, live-work and working programs? 
In addition to finding the answers to these questions, the goal of this thesis project was to explore the opportunities available to an architect-developer-con-
struction manager who designs, builds and operates a sustainable, low energy, live-work project on an urban-infill lot while abiding by the realistic constraints 
of building code, availability of financial resources and time.
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 The goal of this thesis is to research, design and document an architectural project that address the realities of the current and future social, environ-
mental and economic issues of the United States.  Specifically, the intent of this venture is to produce a project which can obtain two levels of self-sufficiency 
within a dense urban context.  The first level of self-sufficiency would be obtained by not requiring the acquisition of energy from nonrenewable external 
sources.  The second level of self-sufficiency would provide the permanent occupants the means to sustain the basic needs of life without requiring financial 
support from externals sources.  Lastly, the development of the project will also investigate and devise a system that empowers an architect to be a leader, 
have independence and freedom in design. 
Thesis Proposal: 4.5.2010
intent
 The current economic recession coupled with the concerns of energy consumption and environmental degradation are growing issues within the United 
States.  In February of 2010, the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics determined that the unemployment rate was at 10.4%.  According to Planet for Life 
the United States consumes 25 percent of the world’s oil, 70 percent of which is imported.  If oil consumption continues at this rate the world’s oil supply will 
only last 42 more years. In addition, natural gas will only last 61 years and coal will last 133 years at their current consumption rates.  According to the United 
State Green Building Council, buildings in the United States account for 72 percent of electricity consumption, 39 percent of energy use, 38 percent of all carbon 
dioxide emissions, 40 percent of raw material use, 30 percent of waste output and 14 percent of potable water consumption.  These alarming numbers indicate 
that immediate cultural and lifestyle changes need to occur within the United States in regards to employment and energy use.  
 In the United States the professional working population spends nearly half of their non-sleeping time associated with work each year.  This large 
amount of time is spent away from families, friends, hobbies and sleep.  Many of these professionals spend a large portion of their workday sedentary, sitting in 
front of a computer, at a conference table or in their vehicles commuting.  These high levels of inactivity are not only unhealthy but are also terrible for productiv-
ity.  Furthermore, the prominence of modern technology and communication provide opportunities that do not require an employee to be present at their place 
of employment to effectively complete their tasks. The office buildings where these professionals work are rarely healthy environments.  They are frequently 
designed based on minimizing the cost per square foot or maximizing usable and rentable space.  Utilizing this mentality for designing not only creates bad 
architecture but it also creates buildings that use enormous amounts of energy which is detrimental to the environment.  In addition to the large amounts of 
energy used by the buildings, the dependence on the personal vehicle for the workforce to get to work produces high levels of pollution which negatively impacts 
the environment.    
 In Jonathan Segal’s 2007 lecture to the College of Architecture at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln; he determined that he was able to save $584,000 
in expenses that would have otherwise been spent on owning and operating a personnel vehicle that would have been used for commuting to work over a 
course of 20 years.  He also determined that he saved nearly a total of 2 years of time by not commuting to work during that same time period based on a total 
commute of 40 minutes.  He was able to achieve this enormous money and time savings by working where he lives.  The live-work model is by no means a 
new concept nor is his architect as developer approach, but this strategy still proves to be successful from an economical and environmental standpoint.  If this 
live-work concept is coupled with a goal of creating a building that is zero net energy, a project could not only be financially rewarding but also environmentally 
responsible.     
DeScription
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Thesis Proposal: 4.5.2010
 The concept of an architect as a developer opens up many other possibilities that are unsuccessful when using the traditional project process.  One 
significant challenge with a traditional design-bid-build process or even the design-build project process is the inability to truly construct the design envisioned 
by the architect.  These traditional project processes limit the possibilities of design because the architect is not truly the project leader and does not have suf-
ficient control or power over the project.  The owner, architect and contractor all have vested interests which may differ.  If you combine these three entities into 
a single entity, the goals and decisions of a project are no longer a compromise amongst three different groups, instead decided by one.    
 This strategy is also advantageous in its potential to substantially reduce the projects duration, which directly translates to a reduction in the project 
cost.  The extensive set of drawings that are normally produced for a design-bid-build project by architects, designers and engineers would not be applicable. 
Drawings would still be required for permitting and potential design reviews, but many of the details that would normally be required in the drawings could be 
resolved in the field by the architect.  If the architect is present on the project site, interested and capable, he could also help perform some of the tasks to 
complete the project, which would also reduce costs.
 In addition to the benefits of control over design, the architect has the opportunity to increase their personal income and economic value of their work. 
The architect is frequently the individual who exerts enormous amounts of time and resources on a project yet receives less compensation for their work com-
pared to other members of the project process.  Even more so, the architect receives a professional degree, becomes licensed and spends more time and 
resources on their education and career development than any other member of the project process.  When the architect is compared to other professionals 
such as doctors, lawyers and dentists who also require professional degrees and licensing, the architect fails to receive compensation comparable to these 
other professionals.   
 Approaching a project with the architect also acting as the developer does not come without risk.  But, this approach to a project can substantially 
mitigate some of the professional liability risks of the architect.  The architect would no longer have to concern himself with meditating between an owner and 
contractor.  In addition, the architect would be able to avoid any conflicts with an owner or contractor over design issues or flaws.  If the architect also becomes 
the resident of the building it would alleviate potential issues with tenants and would be a phenomenal learning experience for the architect, allowing him to 
experience the realities of the design.  The largest foreseeable risk with this concept is the enormous expense of the project.  The financial support to success-
fully complete the project would likely be a challenge to obtain during the current recession.  To offset this financial burden and to generate a higher return on 
investment and increase marketability, the goal of achieving zero energy would allow for a reduction in energy expenses.  Although, this goal of zero energy 
will likely come at a premium. Zero energy designs are generally more expensive because they use higher quality materials and require higher performing 
equipment.  To further offset the expense of the project, the building would be mixed-use.  The project could be designed to include a home for a family, a small 
apartment, and an office space, or variations of this idea.  The design could be structured so that the apartment and office space could be rented, therefore 
producing income that would cover the expenses of the project and space in which the architect and family would live.  A variant to this concept that could also 
be explored is the possibility of the mixed-use building providing housing for low income individuals. 
 Significant care will be placed into designing for the future.  In the words of Frank Lloyd Wright, “The Architect must be a prophet... a prophet in the true 
sense of the term... if he can’t see at least ten years ahead don’t call him an Architect.”  Similarly, if a building cannot transcend time it shouldn’t be deemed Ar-
chitecture.  All of the obvious problems in our current era with regards to the environment and economy it would be irresponsible as an architect to not design for 
these issues which may be amplified in the future.  Therefore, sustainable development in the sense of “meeting the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their needs” will be another significant aspect of the project.  The project will be designed to promote permanence and 
adaptability so the potential for the building to be demolished in the future is not an option.   
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 The location for the proposed project is tentatively planned for Minneapolis, Minnesota.  The Twin Cities is a top 20 market in the United States.  The 
composition of the Twin Cities provides opportunities for investigations in dense urban areas, suburban neighborhoods and rural landscapes.  Furthermore, 
the Twin Cities has a congested and problematic freeway system that has led to the development and increased use of the public transportation system.  The 
public bus system is very convenient and the growing light rail system is making transportation painless.  The climate and geographical region will also provide 
opportunities to design for varying extremes of temperature and precipitation.  The location will allow for the exploration of achieving zero net or near zero net 
energy in a cold climate with high heating demands while maintaining affordability.  A specific site has not been determined at this time because site selection 
will be part of the project process.  
 The current economic recession may provide opportunities to acquire a site that may not have previously been an option.  These opportunities may 
also encourage the selection of a nontraditional site.  Although, sites with existing structures will likely be avoided to provide an opportunity to explore an ar-
chitectural project in its full realization.  A site with an existing structure that is no longer occupiable would be considered as long as due diligence deems it a 
worthy endeavor.  Since the project will be a mixed-use building of a combination of residential and commercial components, the site will need to reflect these 
market driven factors. The intent is to select a site that will allow the construction of a mixed-use project, as an attempt to mitigate timely and costly challenges 
associated with rezoning.  Selecting a site that is adjacent to public transportation is a significant component of the site selection and the program of the project 
to encourage sustainability and reduce the dependence on the personal vehicle.
Thesis Proposal: 4.5.2010
Site
Goals:
•	 Develop a project that can be self sufficient 
•	 Develop a project that is environmentally responsible
•	 Develop a project that is economically feasible
•	 Develop a system that will empower the Architect 
•	 Explore how to start an Architect-led design-build development firm
Potential Process:
•	 Develop thesis project schedule
•	 Develop general project format, templates and graphics
•	 Research and document historical and modern live-work projects
•	 Research development strategies
•	 Develop site requirements
methoDoloGy
•	 Find a site
•	 Determine market and financial viability
•	 Determine and analyze energy consuming activities
•	 Develop a program
•	 Design the project to a minimum of the design development phase
•	 Develop a construction cost estimate
•	 Create a project cost pro forma
•	 Create a construction schedule
•	 Perform a life cycle analysis 
•	 Test the energy efficiency of the design using energy modeling software
•	 Evaluation based on its energy efficiency, cost and constructability
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Thesis Proposal: 4.5.2010
naab criteria
 The proposed thesis project described within this document will meet at a minimum the following National Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB) 
requirements per the NAAB Conditions for Accreditation 2004 edition.
1. Speaking and Writing Skills
2. Critical Thinking Skills
3. Graphics Skills
4. Research Skills
5. Formal Ordering Systems
6. Fundamental Design Skills
11. Use of Precedents
12. Human Behavior
13. Human Diversity
23. Building Systems Integration
24. Building Materials and Assemblies
25. Construction Cost Control
27. Client Role in Architecture
28. Comprehensive Design
30. Architectural Practice
32. Leadership
33. Legal Responsibilities
34. Ethics and Professional Judgment
initial reSource liSt
•	 Architect as Developer by Jonathan Segal
•	 Architect as Developer by John Portman 
•	 The Architect as Developer by Robert L. Miller
•	 The Architect as Developer by Paul B. Farrell
•	 Architects as Land Developers by Carl J. Tschappat 
•	 The Architect’s Guide to Design-Build Services by The American Institute of Architects
•	 A Legal Guide to Urban and Sustainable Development for Planners, Developers and Architects by Daniel K. Slone
•	 Live/Work: Working at Home, Living at Work by Deborah K. Dietsch
•	 Mixed-Use Development Handbook by Dean Schwanke
•	 The Best in Mixed-Use Development Design by Alan Phillips
•	 Live and Work: Modern Homes and Offices: The Southern California Architecture of Shubin and Donaldson by Joseph Giovannini
•	 The City of Minneapolis 
•	 International Building Code
•	 RS Means
14. Accessibility
15. Sustainable Design
16. Program Preparation
17. Site Conditions
18. Structural Systems
19. Environmental Systems
20. Life Safety
21. Building Envelope Systems
22. Building Service Systems

Site Selection
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	 The	procedure	for	selecting	a	site	was	an	iterative	process	of	locating	and	researching	many	locations	in	and	around	Minneapolis,	Minnesota.		As	a	
result	of	previously	residing	in	multiple	locations	in	Minneapolis,	a	familiarity	with	potential	areas	had	already	been	established.		A	set	of	site	selection	criteria	
was	developed	to	help	locate	potential	sites.			The	most	desirable	sites	would	be	south	facing,	vacant	urban-infill	lots	that	are	near	public	transportation	and	
goods	and	services.		In	addition,	the	sites	would	be	affordable	from	a	first	time	developer’s	standpoint	and	would	be	in	locations	that	would	target	a	market	that	
would	desire	a	sustainable	development.
	 Upon	narrowing	down	the	search	results	to	eight	sites,	additional	research	was	performed	and	specific	information	was	obtained	to	ultimately	select	
one	site.		For	each	of	the	eight	sites,	the	lot	dimensions	and	area,	the	market	value	and	market	value	per	square	foot	were	determined.		In	addition,	a	zoning	
analysis	was	performed	on	each	site	to	find	the	zoning	classification.		During	the	zoning	analysis	the	height,	parking,	bicycle	and	density	requirements	were	
also	documented.		Lastly,	any	unique	information	that	may	affect	the	development	of	the	site	was	also	documented.												
	 After	researching	and	documenting	all	eight	sites,	the	eligibility	of	some	sites	to	serve	as	a	location	for	the	project	began	to	diminish.		The	Hennepin	
Avenue	and	West	Lake	Street	sites	were	deemed	as	having	the	most	potential.		The	West	Lake	Street	site	was	ultimately	selected	because	it	met	all	of	the	
initial	site	selection	criteria,	was	less	expensive	than	the	Hennepin	site	and	appeared	to	have	the	most	potential	for	design.	
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2917 Fremont Avenue S minneApoliS, mn 55408
1000 19th Avenue Se minneApoliS, mn 55414
1300 5th Street Se minneApoliS, mn 55414
1721 como Avenue Se minneApoliS, mn 55414
1207 hennepin Avenue Se minneApoliS, mn 55403
413 mAin Street Se minneApoliS, mn 55414
204 5th Avenue Se minneApoliS, mn 55414
520 WeSt lAke Street minneApoliS, mn 55408
About the application
Welcome to Hennepin County's Property Locator. To begin using the application either search by (PID, Address,
Additon or Twp-Rng-Sec) using the ''Quick Search'' commands or simply navigate to the desired location using the
''Map Tools''. For more detailed information click on the Help Button!
Although extensive effort has been made to produce error free and complete data, all geographic information has
limitations due to the scale, resolution, date and interpretation of the original source materials. You should consult
available data documentation (metadata) for these particular data to determine their limitations and the precision to
which they depict distance, direction, location or other geographic characteristics. These data may be subject to periodic
change without prior notification.
Parcels updated on: 8/3/2010
 1) Click For Tax Info.
 2) Click For Birds Eye
 3) Click For Community Info.
 4) Show Other Map Features
ADDRESS:
PID: 2302924410020
House #: 204
Street Name: 5TH AVE S E
Unit:
City: MINNEAPOLIS
Zip: 55414
OWNER/TAXPAYER:
Owner: ROCHELLE L QUAST
Taxpayer: ROCHELLE QUAST
204 5TH AVE S E
MPLS MN 55414
TAX DISTRICT:
School #: 001
Sewer #:
Watershed #: 6
PARCEL:
Area: (Acres) 0.27
Area: (Sq. Feet) 11690
Torrens/Abstract: ABSTRACT
Addition Name: ST ANTHONY FALLS
Lot #:
Block #: 034
Metes & Bounds SWLY 90 FT OF LOTS6 AND 7
TAX DATA: (2010 PAYABLE)
Market Total: $295,000
Tax Total: $5,428.72
Property Type: RESIDENTIAL-TWOUNIT
Homestead: HOMESTEAD
Build Year: 1902
SALES:
Sale Code:
 Parcel
 -
 City
 -
 County
Print
Overview
Legend
Help
Hennepin County Property Locator
Copyright © 2010 Hennepin County, Minnesota | www.Hennepin.us
Accessibility Policy| Contact Hennepin County| Security/Privacy Statement
  Zoom In     Zoom Out     Pan / Move     Identify     Clear Map
Hennepin County Property Map http://gis.co.hennepin.mn.us/HCPropertyMap/Locator.aspx
1 of 1 8/19/2010 5:37 PM
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Property	ID:
Lot	Dimensions:
Area:
Market	Value:
Market	Value	/	Area:
Zoning	Class:
Height	Restrictions:
Parking	Requirements:
Bicycle	Requirements:
Lot	Requirements:
Unit	Requirements:
Miscellaneous:
204 5th Avenue Se minneApoliS, mn 55414
2302924410020
132’	x	90’
11,690	sf
$2950,000
$25.24
R5:	Multiple-family	District
Multi	family:	4	stories	not	to	exceed	56	ft
1	per	dwelling	unit;	1	per	500	sf	commercial
5	units	or	more:	1	per	2	dwelling	units
Min.	5,000	or	700	sf	per	dwelling	unit,	whichever	is	greater;	
15’	front,	5’	rear,	8’	corner	
Min.	700	sf	of	lot	area	per	unit
Commercial	not	allowed
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About the application
Welcome to Hennepin County's Property Locator. To begin using the application either search by (PID, Address,
Additon or Twp-Rng-Sec) using the ''Quick Search'' commands or simply navigate to the desired location using the
''Map Tools''. For more detailed information click on the Help Button!
Although extensive effort has been made to produce error free and complete data, all geographic information has
limitations due to the scale, resolution, date and interpretation of the original source materials. You should consult
available data documentation (metadata) for these particular data to determine their limitations and the precision to
which they depict distance, direction, location or other geographic characteristics. These data may be subject to periodic
change without prior notification.
Parcels updated on: 8/3/2010
 1) Click For Tax Info.
 2) Click For Birds Eye
 3) Click For Community Info.
 4) Show Other Map Features
ADDRESS:
PID: 2402924110207
House #: 1721
Street Name: COMO AVE S E
Unit:
City: MINNEAPOLIS
Zip: 55414
OWNER/TAXPAYER:
Owner: HENNEPINFORFEITED LAND
Taxpayer: HENNEPINFORFEITED LAND
REPURCHASE PEND
LIST #1461RP
HEARING CONTINUED
1/27/09
PHASE II ESA
PENDING
TAX DISTRICT:
School #: 001
Sewer #:
Watershed #: 6
PARCEL:
Area: (Acres) 0.15
Area: (Sq. Feet) 6497
Torrens/Abstract: ABSTRACT
Addition Name: ELWELLS ADDN TOMPLS
Lot #:
Block #: 008
Metes & Bounds E 80 FT OF LOTS 14AND 15
TAX DATA: (2010 PAYABLE)
Market Total: $0
Tax Total: $0.00
 Parcel
 -
 City
 -
 County
Print
Overview
Legend
Help
Hennepin County Property Locator
Copyright © 2010 Hennepin County, Minnesota | www.Hennepin.us
Accessibility Policy| Contact Hennepin County| Security/Privacy Statement
  Zoom In     Zoom Out     Pan / Move     Identify     Clear Map
Hennepin County Property Map http://gis.co.hennepin.mn.us/HCPropertyMap/Locator.aspx
1 of 1 8/20/2010 6:46 PM
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Property	ID:
Lot	Dimensions:
Area:
Market	Value:
Market	Value	/	Area:
Zoning	Class:
Height	Restrictions:
Parking	Requirements:
Bicycle	Requirements:
Lot	Requirements:
Unit	Requirements:
Miscellaneous:
1721 como Avenue Se minneApoliS, mn 55414
2402924110207
80’	x	80’
6,497	sf
$180,000
$27.71
C1:	Neighborhood	Commercial	District
2.5	stories	or	35	feet,	whichever	is	less
1	per	dwelling	unit;	1	per	500	sf	commercial
5	units	or	more:	1	per	2	dwelling	units
5,000	-	20,000	sf,	min.	of	40ft	wide
Min.	700	sf	per	dwelling	unit
Public	hours:	Sunday	through	Thursday,	from	6:00	a.m.	to	
10:00	p.m.	Friday	and	Saturday,	from	6:00	a.m.	to	11:00	p.m.
Realtor	declined	offer	for	$75,000
High	potential	for	contaminated	soil
27
About the application
Welcome to Hennepin County's Property Locator. To begin using the application either search by (PID, Address,
Additon or Twp-Rng-Sec) using the ''Quick Search'' commands or simply navigate to the desired location using the
''Map Tools''. For more detailed information click on the Help Button!
Although extensive effort has been made to produce error free and complete data, all geographic information has
limitations due to the scale, resolution, date and interpretation of the original source materials. You should consult
available data documentation (metadata) for these particular data to determine their limitations and the precision to
which they depict distance, direction, location or other geographic characteristics. These data may be subject to periodic
change without prior notification.
Parcels updated on: 8/3/2010
 1) Click For Tax Info.
 2) Click For Birds Eye
 3) Click For Community Info.
 4) Show Other Map Features
ADDRESS:
PID: 1902923220024
House #: 1000
Street Name: 19TH AVE S E
Unit:
City: MINNEAPOLIS
Zip: 55414
OWNER/TAXPAYER:
Owner: MPLS BD OFEDUCATION
Taxpayer: TUTTLE-MARCY
807 NE BROADWAY
MPLS MN 55413
TAX DISTRICT:
School #: 001
Sewer #:
Watershed #: 6
PARCEL:
Area: (Acres) 0.25
Area: (Sq. Feet) 10905
Torrens/Abstract: ABSTRACT
Addition Name: ELWELL & HIGGINSADDN TO MPLS
Lot #:
Block #: 003
Metes & Bounds LOTS 16 AND 17
TAX DATA: (2010 PAYABLE)
Market Total: $0
Tax Total: $0.00
Property Type: VACANTLAND-RESIDENTIAL
Homestead: NON-HOMESTEAD
Build Year:
SALES:
 Parcel
 -
 City
 -
 County
Print
Overview
Legend
Help
Hennepin County Property Locator
Copyright © 2010 Hennepin County, Minnesota | www.Hennepin.us
Accessibility Policy| Contact Hennepin County| Security/Privacy Statement
  Zoom In     Zoom Out     Pan / Move     Identify     Clear Map
Hennepin County Property Map http://gis.co.hennepin.mn.us/HCPropertyMap/Locator.aspx
1 of 1 8/19/2010 5:33 PM
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Property	ID:
Lot	Dimensions:
Area:
Market	Value:
Market	Value	/	Area:
Zoning	Class:
Height	Restrictions:
Parking	Requirements:
Bicycle	Requirements:
Lot	Requirements:
Unit	Requirements:
Miscellaneous:
1902923220024
80’	X	136.97’
10,905	sf
Unknown
Unknown
R1A:	Single-family	District
2.5	stories	or	35	feet,	whichever	is	less
1	per	dwelling	unit;	1	per	500	sf	commercial
5	units	or	more:	1	per	2	dwelling	units
Min.	of	5,000	sf;	Front	20’,	rear	and	side	5’,	corner	8’
Max	floor	area	ratio:		0.5	or	2,500	sq.	ft.	of	GFA,	whichever	is	
greater		
A	change	of	use	will	likely	be	required	to	use	the	site	for	a	
mixed	use	project.
1000 19th Avenue Se minneApoliS, mn 55414
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About the application
Welcome to Hennepin County's Property Locator. To begin using the application either search by (PID, Address,
Additon or Twp-Rng-Sec) using the ''Quick Search'' commands or simply navigate to the desired location using the
''Map Tools''. For more detailed information click on the Help Button!
Although extensive effort has been made to produce error free and complete data, all geographic information has
limitations due to the scale, resolution, date and interpretation of the original source materials. You should consult
available data documentation (metadata) for these particular data to determine their limitations and the precision to
which they depict distance, direction, location or other geographic characteristics. These data may be subject to periodic
change without prior notification.
Parcels updated on: 8/3/2010
 1) Click For Tax Info.
 2) Click For Birds Eye
 3) Click For Community Info.
 4) Show Other Map Features
ADDRESS:
PID: 2402924420028
House #: 1300
Street Name: 5TH ST S E
Unit:
City: MINNEAPOLIS
Zip: 55414
OWNER/TAXPAYER:
Owner: EMJUNO INVESTMENTCO LLC
Taxpayer: EMJUNO INVESTMENTCO LLC
720 WASHINGTON
AVE S E
MINNEAPOLIS MN
55414
TAX DISTRICT:
School #: 001
Sewer #:
Watershed #: 6
PARCEL:
Area: (Acres) 0.17
Area: (Sq. Feet) 7333
Torrens/Abstract: ABSTRACT
Addition Name: TUTTLES ADDN TOST ANTHONY
Lot #: 005
Block #:
Metes & Bounds NELY 110 FT OF LOT5 BLK P
TAX DATA: (2010 PAYABLE)
Market Total: $167,000
Tax Total: $8,264.00
Property Type: LAND COMMERCIAL-PREFERRED
 Parcel
 -
 City
 -
 County
Print
Overview
Legend
Help
Hennepin County Property Locator
Copyright © 2010 Hennepin County, Minnesota | www.Hennepin.us
Accessibility Policy| Contact Hennepin County| Security/Privacy Statement
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Property	ID:
Lot	Dimensions:
Area:
Market	Value:
Market	Value	/	Area:
Zoning	Class:
Height	Restrictions:
Parking	Requirements:
Bicycle	Requirements:
Lot	Requirements:
Unit	Requirements:
Miscellaneous:
1300 5th Street Se minneApoliS, mn 55414
2402924420028
66’	x	166’
7,333	sf
$167,000
$22.77
C1:	Neighborhood	Commercial	District
2.5	stories	or	35	feet,	whichever	is	less
1	per	dwelling	unit;	1	per	500	sf	commercial
5	units	or	more:	1	per	2	dwelling	units
5,000	-	20,000	sf,	min.	of	40	ft	wide
Min.	700	sf	per	dwelling	unit
Public	hours:	Sunday	through	Thursday,	from	6:00	a.m.	to	
10:00	p.m.	Friday	and	Saturday,	from	6:00	a.m.	to	11:00	p.m.
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About the application
Welcome to Hennepin County's Property Locator. To begin using the application either search by (PID, Address,
Additon or Twp-Rng-Sec) using the ''Quick Search'' commands or simply navigate to the desired location using the
''Map Tools''. For more detailed information click on the Help Button!
Although extensive effort has been made to produce error free and complete data, all geographic information has
limitations due to the scale, resolution, date and interpretation of the original source materials. You should consult
available data documentation (metadata) for these particular data to determine their limitations and the precision to
which they depict distance, direction, location or other geographic characteristics. These data may be subject to periodic
change without prior notification.
Parcels updated on: 8/3/2010
 1) Click For Tax Info.
 2) Click For Birds Eye
 3) Click For Community Info.
 4) Show Other Map Features
ADDRESS:
PID: 2302924410025
House #: 413
Street Name: MAIN ST S E
Unit:
City: MINNEAPOLIS
Zip: 55414
OWNER/TAXPAYER:
Owner: MILL DEVELOPMENTLLC
Taxpayer: MILL DEVELOPMENTLLC
C/O
SCHAFERRICHARDSON
INC
615 1ST AVE N E
#500
MINNEAPOLIS MN
55413
TAX DISTRICT:
School #: 001
Sewer #:
Watershed #: 6
PARCEL:
Area: (Acres) 0.37
Area: (Sq. Feet) 16122
Torrens/Abstract: TORRENS
Addition Name: ST ANTHONY FALLS
Lot #:
Block #: 050
Metes & Bounds
SELY 22 1/3 FT OF
SWLY 140 FT OF LOT
20 AND SWLY 140 FT
OF LOT 21 ALSO THE
NWLY 22 FT OF SWLY
140 FT OF LOT 22
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Property	ID:
Lot	Dimensions:
Area:
Market	Value:
Market	Value	/	Area:
Zoning	Class:
Height	Restrictions:
Parking	Requirements:
Bicycle	Requirements:
Lot	Requirements:
Unit	Requirements:
Miscellaneous:
413 mAin Street Se minneApoliS, mn 55414
2302924410025
111.33’	x	150’
16,122	sf
$355,300
$22.04
C3A:	Community	Activity	Center	District
4	stories	or	56	feet;	whichever	is	less
1	per	dwelling	unit;	1	per	500	sf	commercial
5	units	or	more:	1	per	2	dwelling	units
Min.	5,000	sf
Min.	400	sf	per	unit;	max	8,000	sf	commercial
Hours	open	to	the	public	shall	be	as	follows:	Sunday	through	
Saturday,	from	6:00	a.m.	to	1:00	a.m.
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About the application
Welcome to Hennepin County's Property Locator. To begin using the application either search by (PID, Address,
Additon or Twp-Rng-Sec) using the ''Quick Search'' commands or simply navigate to the desired location using the
''Map Tools''. For more detailed information click on the Help Button!
Although extensive effort has been made to produce error free and complete data, all geographic information has
limitations due to the scale, resolution, date and interpretation of the original source materials. You should consult
available data documentation (metadata) for these particular data to determine their limitations and the precision to
which they depict distance, direction, location or other geographic characteristics. These data may be subject to periodic
change without prior notification.
Parcels updated on: 8/3/2010
 1) Click For Tax Info.
 2) Click For Birds Eye
 3) Click For Community Info.
 4) Show Other Map Features
ADDRESS:
PID: 2702924210081
House #: 1207
Street Name: HENNEPIN AVE
Unit:
City: MINNEAPOLIS
Zip: 55403
OWNER/TAXPAYER:
Owner: LUND REAL ESTHOLDINGS LLC
Taxpayer: LUND REAL ESTHOLDINGS LLC
4100 50TH ST W
SUITE 2100
EDINA MN 55424
TAX DISTRICT:
School #: 001
Sewer #:
Watershed #: 6
PARCEL:
Area: (Acres) 0.22
Area: (Sq. Feet) 9773
Torrens/Abstract: ABSTRACT
Addition Name: HARMONS ADDN TOMPLS
Lot #: 002
Block #: 014
Metes & Bounds
EX PART TAKEN FOR
WIDENING HENN AVE
AND EX PART TAKEN
FOR ALLEY
TAX DATA: (2010 PAYABLE)
Market Total: $436,600
Tax Total: $15,283.40
P t  T LAND COMMERCIAL-
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Property	ID:
Lot	Dimensions:
Area:
Market	Value:
Market	Value	/	Area:
Zoning	Class:
Height	Restrictions:
Parking	Requirements:
Bicycle	Requirements:
Lot	Requirements:
Unit	Requirements:
Miscellaneous:
1207 hennepin Avenue Se minneApoliS, mn 55403
2702924210081
66’	x	165’
9,773	sf
$436,600
$44.67
B4S-1:	Downtown	Service	District
Not	Indicated
No	parking	required
Reference	549.170	of	Minneapolis	City	Code
Commercial	number	requirements,	min.	5,000	sf	residential
Floor	area	min.	2.0	max	4.0	non	residential	and	min.	2.0	max	
8.0	dwelling	units,	max	5	persons	per	dwelling	unit
Outdoor	space	requirements,	retail:	60%	of	street	frontage
dwelling	units	must	be	above	the	first	floor
Energy	efficiency	requirements
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About the application
Welcome to Hennepin County's Property Locator. To begin using the application either search by (PID, Address,
Additon or Twp-Rng-Sec) using the ''Quick Search'' commands or simply navigate to the desired location using the
''Map Tools''. For more detailed information click on the Help Button!
Although extensive effort has been made to produce error free and complete data, all geographic information has
limitations due to the scale, resolution, date and interpretation of the original source materials. You should consult
available data documentation (metadata) for these particular data to determine their limitations and the precision to
which they depict distance, direction, location or other geographic characteristics. These data may be subject to periodic
change without prior notification.
Parcels updated on: 8/3/2010
 1) Click For Tax Info.
 2) Click For Birds Eye
 3) Click For Community Info.
 4) Show Other Map Features
ADDRESS:
PID: 3302924430060
House #: 2917
Street Name: FREMONT AVE S
Unit:
City: MINNEAPOLIS
Zip: 55408
OWNER/TAXPAYER:
Owner: 2901 FREMONT LLC
Taxpayer: 2901 FREMONT LLC
2901 FREMONT AVE
S
MINNEAPOLIS MN
55408
TAX DISTRICT:
School #: 001
Sewer #:
Watershed #: 6
PARCEL:
Area: (Acres) 0.13
Area: (Sq. Feet) 5682
Torrens/Abstract: ABSTRACT
Addition Name: WINDOMS ADDN TOMPLS
Lot #: 008
Block #: 022
Metes & Bounds
TAX DATA: (2010 PAYABLE)
Market Total: $161,900
Tax Total: $9,781.44
Property Type:
LAND
COMMERCIAL-NON
PREFERRED
Homestead: NON-HOMESTEAD
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Property	ID:
Lot	Dimensions:
Area:
Market	Value:
Market	Value	/	Area:
Zoning	Class:
Height	Restrictions:
Parking	Requirements:
Bicycle	Requirements:
Lot	Requirements:
Unit	Requirements:
Miscellaneous:
2917 Fremont Avenue S minneApoliS, mn 55408
3302924430060
45’	x	128.5’
5,682	sf
$161,900
$28.49
C3A:	Community	Activity	Center	District
4	stories	or	56	feet;	whichever	is	less
1	per	dwelling	unit;	1	per	500	sf	commercial
5	units	or	more:	1	per	2	dwelling	units
Min.	5,000	sf
Min.	400	sf	per	unit;	max	8,000	sf	commercial
Hours	open	to	the	public	shall	be	as	follows:	Sunday	through	
Saturday,	from	6:00	a.m.	to	1:00	a.m.
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About the application
Welcome to Hennepin County's Property Locator. To begin using the application either search by (PID, Address,
Additon or Twp-Rng-Sec) using the ''Quick Search'' commands or simply navigate to the desired location using the
''Map Tools''. For more detailed information click on the Help Button!
Although extensive effort has been made to produce error free and complete data, all geographic information has
limitations due to the scale, resolution, date and interpretation of the original source materials. You should consult
available data documentation (metadata) for these particular data to determine their limitations and the precision to
which they depict distance, direction, location or other geographic characteristics. These data may be subject to periodic
change without prior notification.
Parcels updated on: 8/3/2010
 1) Click For Tax Info.
 2) Click For Birds Eye
 3) Click For Community Info.
 4) Show Other Map Features
ADDRESS:
PID: 3402924330121
House #: 516
Street Name: LAKE ST W
Unit:
City: MINNEAPOLIS
Zip: 55408
OWNER/TAXPAYER:
Owner: PAUL E WILLIAMSTRUSTEE
Taxpayer: PAUL WILLIAMS
4562 MCCOLL DR
SAVAGE MN 55378
TAX DISTRICT:
School #: 001
Sewer #:
Watershed #: 3
PARCEL:
Area: (Acres) 0.09
Area: (Sq. Feet) 3843
Torrens/Abstract: ABSTRACT
Addition Name: EXCELSIOR ADDN TOMPLS
Lot #:
Block #: 010
Metes & Bounds W 44 1/2 FT OF E 861/2 FT LOTS 8 AND 9
TAX DATA: (2010 PAYABLE)
Market Total: $95,800
Tax Total: $5,420.68
Property Type:
LAND
COMMERCIAL-NON
PREFERRED
Homestead: NON-HOMESTEAD
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Property	ID:
Lot	Dimensions:
Area:
Market	Value:
Market	Value	/	Area:
Zoning	Class:
Height	Restrictions:
Parking	Requirements:
Bicycle	Requirements:
Lot	Requirements:
Unit	Requirements:
Miscellaneous:
520 WeSt lAke Street minneApoliS, mn 55408
3402924330122,	3402924330121,	3402924330120
93.65’	x	128.5’
11,535	sf
$276,800
$24.00
C2:	Neighborhood	Corridor	Commercial	Dist.
4	stories	or	56	ft,	which	ever	is	less
1	per	dwelling	unit,	1	per	500	sf	commercial
5	units	or	more:	1	per	2	dwelling	units
5,000	-	30,000		min.	40	ft	wide
Min.	700	sf	per	unit
Hours	open	to	the	public:	Sunday	-	Thursday,	from	6:00	a.m.	to	
10:00	p.m.	Friday	and	Saturday,	from	6:00	a.m.	to	11:00	p.m.
39

Market analysis

43
	 A	market	analysis	is	a	critical	element	of	any	new	venture.		Similar	to	an	architectural	site	investigation	to	inform	a	design,	the	market	analysis	is	used	
to	inform	a	business’s	direction	and	strategic	planning.		Once	the	project	site	was	selected,	an	intense	investigation	was	undertaken	to	determine	the	feasibility	
of	the	project.		The	market	analysis	was	initiated	by	preforming	research	on	the	history,	economics,	political	structure	as	well	as	many	other	topics	of	the	state,	
county,	city	and	neighborhood	in	which	the	site	was	located.		
	 The	land	use	plans	of	the	city	served	as	initial	evidence	that	the	goals	of	the	city	for	the	area	would	coincide	with	the	development	proposal.		The	pri-
mary	goods	and	services	surrounding	the	site	were	also	located	to	verify	that	the	area	could	support	the	essential	needs	of	a	sustainable	development.		The	
zoning	of	the	site	and	adjacent	sites	provided	information	on	what	types	of	occupancies	could	potentially	be	located	near	the	site.		The	zoning	requirements	
were	also	explored	three	dimensionally	to	see	what	the	potential	of	the	area	is	under	the	current	zoning	code.		
	 Since	the	site	sits	near	the	intersection	of	four	neighborhoods,	the	demographics,	economics,	housing	and	cost	of	living	for	these	four	neighborhoods	
was	researched	and	documented.		Lastly,	 the	mixed-use,	residential	and	commercial	competition	of	 the	site	was	identified.		The	information	from	the	four	
neighborhoods	and	the	market	competition	was	by	far	the	most	research	for	informing	the	strategic	planning	of	the	project.				
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	 The	name	Minnesota	comes	from	the	Dakota	Native	American	tribe	which	stands	for	the	“land	
of	cloudy	waters”	or	 “sky	 tinted	water”	 (Mini	Sota	Makoce).	 	 It	became	 the	32nd	state	 in	 the	United	
States	on	May	11,	1858.		The	land	was	acquired	through	treaties	between	the	United	States	and	the	
Dakota	tribe.	The	state	has	a	total	land	area	of	84,068	square	feet	making	it	the	12th	largest	state	based	
on	land	area.		The	initial	immigrants	who	entered	Minnesota	were	of	Norwegian,	Swedish	and	German	
descent.	 	These	 immigrants	selected	Minnesota	 for	 its	similarities	 in	climate	and	geography	 to	 their	
homelands.		Today	the	population	has	become	much	more	diversified,	especially	near	the	Twin	Cities,	
but	a	strong	presence	of	the	Scandinavian	and	Germanic	roots	are	still	present.		The	2009	estimated	
population	was	5,266,214	making	it	the	20th	largest	state	based	on	population.		The	population	density	
is	approximately	61.8	persons	per	square	mile.	 	 In	2009,	 there	were	2,332,105	housing	units	 in	 the	
state.		In	2000,	the	home	ownership	rate	for	the	state	was	74.6	%.				
	 St.	Paul	is	the	state	capitol	and	Minneapolis	is	the	largest	city,	almost	60%	of	the	state’s	popula-
tion	lives	in	and	around	the	Twin	Cities.		Minnesota’s	2010	Governor	is	Republican	Tim	Pawlenty	and	
the	Lieutenant	Governor	is	Republican	Carol	Molnau.		Since	2006,	Minnesota’s	government	has	been	
primarily	dominated	by	the	Democratic	Party	with	the	exception	of	the	governor	and	lieutenant	governor.	
Minnesota	holds	8	seats	in	the	House	of	Representatives	and	10	electoral	votes.		
	 Minnesota’s	economy	had	a	gross	domestic	product	of	$262	billion	in	2008.	Many	popular	cor-
porate	headquarters	such	as,	Target,	3M,	General	Mills,	Best	Buy	and	Radisson	Hotels	are	located	in	
Minnesota		The	median	house	hold	income	in	2008	was	$57,318.		The	state’s	unemployment	rate	was	
6.8%	in	June	of	2010.		Rochester,	MN	is	the	home	to	the	world	renowned	Mayo	Clinic.		The	state	has	
32	public	higher	education	institutions	with	the	largest	being	the	University	of	Minnesota	which	has	5	
campuses	around	the	state.		There	are	also	over	20	private	colleges	throughout	the	state.		Minnesota	
hosts	5	professional	sports	teams	all	located	within	the	Twin	Cities;	Wild	(NHL),	Vikings	(NFL),	Twins	
(MLB),	Timberwolves	(NBA)	and	Lynx	(WNBA).		
	 Minnesota	is	known	for	its	lakes,	and	is	nicknamed	the	land	of	10,000	lakes.		The	state	has	a	
total	of	4,779	square	miles	of	inland	water	and	there	are	approximately	15,300	lakes	over	10	acres	in	
size.		The	largest	lake	in	Minnesota	is	Red	Lake	in	Red	Lake,	MN	at	it	is	451	square	miles.		The	state	
also	borders	Lake	Superior	and	the	Mississippi	River	runs	through	the	state	and	creates	a	portion	of	the	
eastern	border.		Minnesota’s	geology	was	created	from	glacial	movement	which	left	sedimentary	rock	
and	created	many	of	the	lakes,	rivers	and	valleys	of	the	state.		The	average	elevation	of	Minnesota	is	
1,200	feet.		The	highest	point	is	Eagle	Mountain	in	Lutsen,	MN	at	2,301	feet	and	the	lowest	point	is	the	
surface	of	Lake	Superior	at	602	feet.							
	 The	state	has	a	range	of	temperature	extremes	but	is	classified	as	a	cold	climate.		The	record	
high	was	114°F	and	the	record	low	was	-60°F.		The	state	average	January	temperature	is	11.2°F	and	
the	average	July	temperature	is	73.1°F.		The	state	average	annual	precipitation	is	283.2	inches	and	the	
average	annual	snowfall	is	49.6	inches.		The	state	tree	is	a	Norway	Pine,	the	state	flower	is	a	pink	and	
white	lady	slipper.		The	state	bird	is	a	common	loon	and	the	state	fish	is	a	walleye.		Minnesota	has	58	
state	forests	and	72	state	parks;	it	also	is	the	home	to	the	Chippewa	and	Superior	National	Forests.	
Minnesota
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	 Hennepin	County	is	named	after	Louis	Hennepin	who	was	a	Belgian	explorer	who	worked	for	
the	King	of	France.		The	county	was	established	in	1852	which	was	six	years	before	Minnesota	became	
a	state.		The	county	is	most	commonly	known	for	the	city	of	Minneapolis	and	the	Saint	Anthony	Falls	
which	are	on	the	Mississippi	river	in	the	heart	of	Minneapolis.		The	county	is	made	up	of	45	cities,	1	
township	and	1	unorganized	territory.		
	 The	2009	U.S.	Census	Bureau	estimated	Hennepin	County’s	population	at	1,156,212.	 	The	
county	is	the	most	populated	in	the	state	of	Minnesota	and	ranks	16th	in	the	nation	for	most	populated	
counties.		As	of	2000,	there	were	approximately	456,000	households	and	267,000	families	living	in	the	
county.		The	county’s	population	hit	1,000,000	in	1989.		
	 In	2008,	the	median	household	income	was	$51,711	and	the	county	is	the	richest	in	Minnesota.	
The	total	real	estate	value	of	the	county	was	estimated	at	$165,436,884	in	2008.		Hennepin	County’s	
unemployment	rate	was	at	6%	as	of	May	2010.		The	Mall	of	America	was	the	highest	principal	tax	payer	
in	 the	county	accounting	 for	$11,999,250	 in	2008.	 	The	University	of	Minnesota	employed	 the	most	
people	in	2008	with	approximately	25,000	employees.		Hennepin	County	had	a	labor	force	of	660,319	
people	in	2008.
	 Hennepin	County’s	economy	is	strong	and	diverse.		Healthcare,	medical	device	manufacturing,	
retail	sales,	financial	services,	insurance,	technology	and	food	processing	are	the	strongest	economic	
sectors	in	the	county.		
	 The	county	is	governed	by	a	board	of	seven	commissioners	who	are	elected	as	nonpartisan	
members.		Policy-making	and	legislative	authority	are	the	responsibility	of	the	commissioner’s	board.	
The	sheriff	and	county	attorney	are	also	elected	officials.		In	2008	the	county	had	8,217	employees.				
	 Hennepin	County	has	563	square	miles	of	land	area	and	48	square	miles	of	water	area	totaling	
611	square	miles	of	area.		There	are	104	lakes	in	the	county.		The	highest	elevation	is	in	Minnetonka	
and	is	1,131	feet	and	the	lowest	elevation	is	680	feet	at	the	junction	of	the	Mississippi	and	Minnesota	
River.		
Hennepin
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	 Minneapolis	is	located	in	Hennepin	County	of	Minnesota.		It	is	Minnesota’s	largest	city	and	the	
48th	largest	city	in	the	United	States.		The	city’s	estimated	population	in	2009	was	386,691.		The	city	is	
nicknamed	the	City	of	Lakes.		The	city	has	over	20	variations	of	natural	water	features	and	is	part	of	the	
chain	of	lakes.		The	city’s	economy	was	founded	in	flour	milling	and	the	timber	industry,	but	today	it	has	
become	the	major	business	center	between	Chicago	and	Seattle.		
	 The	Dakota	Sioux	were	the	original	inhabitants	of	the	area	until	French	explores	came	in	the	
1680s.		Fort	Snelling	was	built	by	the	U.S.	Army	in	1819	which	encouraged	growth	in	the	city.		Saint	
Anthony	Falls	became	a	great	resource	for	the	founding	of	Minneapolis	and	still	remains	an	important	
resource	today.		The	falls	were	used	for	hydropower	for	the	milling	district	in	the	early	years	and	today	
Xcel	Energy	utilizes	the	falls	to	power	the	city.		
	 The	city	has	a	total	area	of	58.5	square	miles,	in	which	55	square	miles	are	land	and	the	re-
maining	3.5	square	miles	are	water.		The	city	sits	along	the	Mississippi	river	and	has	12	lakes,	3	large	
ponds	and	5	wetland	areas.		The	city’s	lowest	elevation	is	686	feet	which	is	near	the	intersection	of	the	
Minnehaha	Creek	and	the	Mississippi	River.		The	highest	point	in	the	city	is	974	feet	and	is	located	in	
Waite	Park.		
	 Minneapolis	is	classified	as	a	cold	climate.		The	record	low	temperature	was	-41°F	in	January	
of	1888	and	the	record	high	temperature	was	108°F	in	July	of	1936.		The	average	annual	temperature	
is	45.4°F.		The	record	annual	snowfall	occurred	during	the	winter	of	1983-84	with	98.4	inches.	
	 Five	Fortune	500	companies	have	 their	headquarters	 in	Minneapolis;	Target,	U.S.	Bancorp,	
Xcel	Energy,	Ameriprise	Financial	and	Thrivent	Financial.	 	The	Twin	Cities	was	ranked	the	country’s	
second	best	city	 in	a	2006	Kiplinger’s	poll	of	Smart	Places	 to	Live	and	Minneapolis	was	one	of	 the	
Seven	Cool	Cities	 for	young	professionals.	 	The	Twin	Cities	accounts	 for	approximately	64%	of	 the	
gross	state	product	of	Minnesota.
	 The	City	Council	has	twelve	members	which	represent	the	city’s	thirteen	wards.		Minneapolis	is	
made	up	of	11	communities	and	81	neighborhoods.		2006	marked	the	highest	percentage	of	homicides	
in	the	city.	In	2008	homicides	reduced	by	39%	from	2006.	
	 Minneapolis	has	an	extensive	network	of	public	transportation.		The	city	has	recently	incorpo-
rated	a	lightrail	system	in	the	last	10	years	and	it	is	continually	expanding.		There	is	also	a	strong	bus	
system	and	numerous	taxi	cabs	available.		The	city	also	has	an	extensive	network	of	bike	trails	and	
dedicated	bike	paths	on	major	streets.	The	city	has	also	recently	approved	a	plan	to	implement	a	street	
car	system	on	7	of	the	most	heavily	traveled	public	transit	pathways.					
	 Minneapolis’s	downtown	district	 is	known	 for	 its	unique	system	of	pedestrian	bridges	called	
skyways	that	 link	 the	second	floors	of	almost	all	of	 the	buildings	downtown.	 	This	system	has	many	
retailers	and	restaurants	that	line	its	hallways.		
Minneapolis
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	 Carag	 is	an	acronym	 for	The	Calhoun	Area	Residents	Action	Group.	 	This	neighborhood	 is	
bound	by	Lake	Street	to	the	north,	36th	Street	to	the	south,	Hennepin	Avenue	to	the	west	and	Lyndale	
Avenue	to	the	east.		Carag	is	part	of	the	Calhoun-Isle	community.		The	Lyndale	neighborhood	is	to	the	
east	and	the	Lowry	Hill	East	neighborhood	is	to	the	north.		The	neighborhood	is	in	the	middle	of	the	Up-
town	area.		Three-fourths	of	the	homes	were	built	before	1920	when	the	neighborhood	was	established.	
There	are	four	churches	and	one	synagogue	in	the	neighborhood	and	it	is	in	walking	distance	to	Lake	
Calhoun.		Carag	has	one	park	which	is	Bryant	Square	at	the	intersection	of	31st	Street	West	and	Bryant	
Avenue	South.		
	 Lyndale	is	part	of	the	Powderhorn	community.		The	neighborhood	is	bound	by	Lake	Street	to	
the	north,	I-35W	and	Stevens	Avenue	to	the	east,	Lyndale	Avenue	to	the	west	and	36th	Street	to	the	
south.		The	neighborhood	was	named	after	Lyndale	Avenue,	which	gets	its	name	from	the	Lyndale	farm	
which	was	previously	in	that	area.		The	name	of	the	farm	was	in	honor	of	Mr.	King’s	father	an	itiner-
ant	Methodist	minister	of	northern	New	York,	who	was	named	for	Josiah	Lyndon,	colonial	governor	of	
Rhode	 Island	 in1768-1769.	 	The	neighborhood	 is	predominately	 residential	with	approximately	36%	
of	the	parcels	occupied	by	multifamily	residences.		The	Lyndale	neighborhood	has	one	of	the	highest	
populations	of	artists	in	the	nation.		
	 The	Lowry	Hill	East	neighborhood	is	part	of	the	Calhoun-Isle	community.		The	neighborhood	is	
bound	by	the	intersection	of	Lyndale	and	Hennepin	Avenue	to	the	north,	Hennepin	Avenue	to	the	West,	
Lyndale	Avenue	to	the	East	and	Lake	Street	to	the	south.		The	name	comes	from	Thomas	Lowry	who	
was	one	of	Minneapolis’s	early	residents	and	developers.		The	intersection	of	Lyndale	and	Hennepin	
Avenue	is	often	referred	to	as	the	wedge	because	of	its	triangular	shape.		The	neighborhood	has	di-
verse	housing	which	includes	historic	homes	and	modern	apartments.		
	 The	Whittier	neighborhood	is	part	of	the	Powderhorn	community.		The	neighborhood	is	bound	
by	Franklin	Avenue	to	the	north,	Lyndale	Avenue	to	the	west,	I-35W	to	the	east	and	Lake	Street	to	the	
south.		It	is	one	of	Minneapolis’s	oldest	neighborhoods	dating	back	to	the	19th	century.		Blaisdell	and	
Third	Avenues	have	some	of	 the	oldest	homes	 in	Minneapolis.	 	The	neighborhood	 is	predominantly	
occupied	by	renters	in	multifamily	living	conditions.		The	Minneapolis	Institute	of	Arts	is	located	in	the	
neighborhood.		The	neighborhood	is	also	known	for	its	diversity	in	food	and	culture	on	the	portion	of	
Nicollet	Avenue	known	as	Eat	Street.							
Carag, lyndale, lowry Hill east and wHittier
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Fire: Minneapolis Fire station 8
2749	Blaisdell	Avenue	Minneapolis,	MN	55408
0.6	Miles
poliCe: Minneapolis poliCe departMent
3101	Nicollet	Avenue	Minneapolis,	MN	55408	
0.6	Miles
projeCt site
520	West	Lake	Street	Minneapolis,	MN	55408
MediCal: Hennepin County MediCal Center
2810	Nicollet	Avenue	South	Minneapolis,	MN	55408
0.6	Miles
groCery: rainbow Foods
1104	Lagoon	Avenue	Minneapolis,	MN	55408
0.4	Miles
transit: uptown transit Center
2900	Hennepin	Avenue	Minneapolis,	MN	55408
0.7	Miles
groCery: supervalu
30	West	Lake	Street	Minneapolis,	MN	55408
0.4	Miles
loCal goods and serviCes
Current	Bus	Lines
Current	Bike	Paths
Future	Street	Car
C2
COMMERCIAL 
AND MIXED-USE
RESIDENTIAL
LIGHT AND 
GENERAL INDUSTRIAL
C3A
C4
C4
C1
I1
R2B
R4
C1
C2
C3A
C4
I1
R2B
R4
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COMMERCIAL	 	 	 	 	 	
C1	 Neighborhood	Commercial	District
	 	 35	Feet	or	2.5	Stories
	 	 No	Setback	Requirements
C2	 Neighborhood	Corridor	Commercial	District
	 	 56	Feet	or	4	Stories
	 	 No	Setback	Requirements
C3A		 Community	Activity	Center	District
	 	 56	Feet	or	4	Stories
	 	 No	Setback	Requirements
C4	 General	Commercial	District
	 	 56	Feet	or	4	Stories
	 	 No	Setback	Requirements
INDUSTRIAL
I1	 Light	Industrial	District
	 	 56	Feet	or	4	Stories
	 	 If	Adjacent	to	Residential,	
	 	 match	neighbors	setbacks
RESIDENTIAL
R2B	 Two-Family	District
	 	 35	Feet	or	2.5	Stories
	 	 Front	20’,	Rear	5’,	Side	5’
R4	 Multi-Family	District
	 	 56	Feet	or	4	Stories
	 	 Front	15’,	Rear	5’,	Side	5’
Zoning
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Current Conditions 
MaxiMuM Conditions
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deMograpHiCs
Population	
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eConoMiCs
Labor	Force	Participation	
By	Neighborhood	(1980-2000)
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Percentage	Of	People	Below	The	Poverty	Line	
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Median	Household	Income	
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Housing
Household	Size	
By	Neighborhood	(1980-2000)
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Housing and Cost oF living
Median	House	Value	
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Market CoMpetition
blue apartMents
2922		Aldrich	Avenue	South	
0.2	Miles
tHe Murals oF lyn-lake
2800		South	Grand	Avenue
0.3	Miles
projeCt site 
520			West	Lake	Street	
uptown lake apartMents 
1212		West	Lake	Street
0.4	Miles
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1212	W	Lake	St
Lowry	Hill	East
0.4	miles
fitness	center,	business	center,	underground	
heated	parking,	private	terrace	with	hot	tubs,	
washer	and	dryer	in	unit
Address:
Neighborhood:
Distance	from	Site:
Amenities:
2922	Aldrich	Ave	S
Lowry	Hill	East
0.2	miles
washer	and	dryer,	floor	to	ceiling	windows,	bal-
cony	in	each	unit;	health	facility,	parking	garage,	
pool,	concierge,	guest	rooms
Bedrooms	
Efficiency
1	bedroom
1	bedroom	+
2	bedroom
Area	
491	-	563
735	-	878
970	-	1,000
1,103	-	1,419
Rent
$995	-	$1,175
$1,325	-	$1,650
$1,705	-	$2,175
$2,000	-	$2,900
Bathrooms
1
1
2
2
blue
Bedrooms
Efficiency
1	bedroom
1	bedroom	+
2	bedroom
3	bedroom
Bathrooms
1
1
1.5
2
2
Rent
$850	-	$1,075
$1,200	-	$1,575
$1,250	-	$1,680
$1,300	-	$1,935
$1,900	-	$2,295
Area
850	-	1,075
1,200	-	1,575
1,250	-	1,680
1,300	-	1,935
1,900	-	2,295
uptown lake apartMents
Address:
Neighborhood:
Distance	from	Site:
Amenities:
Bedrooms
Efficiency
1	bedroom
2	bedroom
Area
557	-	630
750	-	1,009
973	-	1,416
Rent
$1,095	-	$1,160
$1,475	-	$1,625
$1,800	-	$2,300
Bathrooms
1
1
1
2800	S	Grand	Ave
Whittier
0.3	miles
163,083	sf	building,	built	in	2008,	granite	counter	
tops,	roof	top	terrace,	fitness	center,	party	room,	
heated	parking	garage,	balconies
tHe Murals oF lyn-lake
Address:
Neighborhood:
Distance	from	Site:
Amenities:
Name Neighborhood Address Distance from Site No. of Bedrooms
No. of 
Bathrooms  Minimum Rent  Maximum Rent 
Minimum Square 
Footage
Maximum Square 
Footage
Older than 10 
Years
Uptown Square Lowry Hill East 2908 Bryant Ave 0.3 miles Efficiency 1 595$                       620$                       550 550 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 700$                       860$                       750 750
Uptown Apartments Lowry Hill East 1325 27th St W 0.9 miles Efficiency 1 615$                       650$                       450 450 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 675$                       770$                       600 600
2 Bedroom 1 820$                       820$                       850 850
Girard Terrace Lowry Hill East 2800 Girard Ave S 0.7 miles 1 Bedroom 1 675$                       725$                       550 550 Yes
2 Bedroom 1 875$                       890$                       650 650
Filster Uptown Properties Lowry Hill East 1325 W 27th St 0.9 miles Efficiency 1 615$                       665$                       0 0 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 690$                       765$                       0 0
2 Bedroom 1 790$                       790$                       0 0
2101 Bryant Ave S Lowry Hill East 2101 Bryant Ave S 1.1 miles 1 Bedroom 1 665$                       685$                       675 675 Yes
2 Bedroom 1 799$                       875$                       800 800
2518 Emerson Ave S Lowry Hill East 2518 Emerson Ave S 0.9 miles 2 Bedroom 1 1,000$                    1,000$                    1,000 1,000 Yes
Kenwood Apartments Lowry Hill East 2517 Bryant Ave S 0.8 miles 1 Bedroom 1 615$                       615$                       600 600 Yes
2 Bedroom 1 995$                       995$                       850 1,100
Mint Properties Lowry Hill East 2609 Hennepin Ave S 0.9 miles Efficiency 1 460$                       460$                       0 0 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 575$                       575$                       0 0
2 Bedroom 1 775$                       775$                       0 0
3 Bedroom 1 975$                       975$                       0 0
Uptown Lake Apartments Carag 3500 Emerson Ave S 1.0 miles Efficiency 1 495$                       595$                       500 600 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 650$                       775$                       600 800
Lyndale Apartments Carag 3142 Lyndale Ave S 0.3 miles 1 Bedroom 1 695$                       845$                       0 0 Yes
Ellis & Louise Apartments Carag 3440 Dupont Ave S 0.9 miles Efficiency 1 575$                       575$                       475 475 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 695$                       745$                       625 625
2 Bedroom 1 745$                       895$                       750 800
3535 Bryant Ave S Carag 3535 Bryant Ave S 1.4 miles 1 Bedroom 1 850$                       975$                       500 700 Yes
3500 Dupont Ave S Carag 3500 Dupont Ave S 1.2 miles Efficiency 1 625$                       745$                       750 750 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 625$                       745$                       750 750
3305 Bryant Ave S Carag 3305 Bryant Ave S 0.6 miles 1 Bedroom 1 650$                       650$                       675 675 Yes
2 Bedroom 1 825$                       875$                       850 850
Emerson Ave Apartments Carag 3500 Emerson Ave 1.0 miles Efficiency 1 495$                       495$                       500 500 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 650$                       650$                       600 600
N me Neighborhood Address Distance from Site No. of Bedrooms
No. of 
Bathrooms  Minimum Rent  Maximum Rent 
Minimum Square 
Footage
Maximum Square 
Footage
Older than 10 
Years
3035 Pleasant Ave S Apartments Lyndale 3035 Pleasant Ave 0.2 miles Efficiency 1 545$                       545$                       0 0 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 545$                       545$                       0 0
2 Bedroom 1 795$                       895$                       975 100
3 Bedroom 1,195$                    1,195$                    0 0
3312 Pleasant Lyndale 3312 Pleasant Ave S 0.6 miles 2 Bedroom 1 825$                       825$                       0 0 Yes
3535 Lyndale Ave S Lyndale 3535 Lyndale Ave S 0.7 miles 2 Bedroom 1 990$                       990$                       1,000 100 Yes
119 W 33rd St Lyndale 119 W 33rd St 0.7 miles 1 Bedroom 1 499$                       499$                       400 400 Yes
3309 Pillsbury Ave S Lyndale 3309 Pillsbury Ave S 0.7 miles 1 Bedroom 1 525$                       525$                       500 500 Yes
Uptown Estates Apartments Whittier 2800 South Grand Ave 0.3 miles Efficiency 1 525$                       525$                       395 395 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 630$                       630$                       575 575
2 Bedroom 1 785$                       785$                       805 805
Fair Oaks Apartments Whittier 2415 3rd Ave S 1.3 miles 1 Bedroom 1 710$                       740$                       660 735 Yes
2 Bedroom 1 975$                       975$                       927 927
Morrison Village Whittier 2636 Pillsbury Ave S 0.7 miles Efficiency 1 465$                       500$                       0 0 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 550$                       600$                       0 0
2 Bedroom 1 800$                       800$                       0 0
3 Bedroom 1 1,000$                    1,000$                    0 0
Rose Manor Apartments Whittier 22 E 22nd St 1.3 miles Efficiency 1 515$                       545$                       300 330 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 645$                       675$                       700 700
2508 Pillsbury Ave S Whittier 2508 Pillsbury Ave S 0.9 miles 1 Bedroom 1 635$                       635$                       650 650 Yes
2120 Garfield Ave Whittier 2120 Garfield Ave 0.5 miles 1 Bedroom 1 675$                       675$                       0 0 Yes
2617 3rd Ave S Whittier 2617 3rd Ave S 1.1 miles 2 bedroom 1 995$                       995$                       1,180 1,180 Yes
2300 Nicollet Ave Whittier 2300 Nicollet Ave 1.2 miles 1 Bedroom 1 595$                       595$                       625 625 Yes
2222 Nicollet Ave Whittier 2222 Nicollet Ave 1.2 miles 1 Bedroom 1 745$                       745$                       750 750 Yes
2109 Blaisdell Ave Whittier 2109 Blaisdell Ave 1.3 miles 2 bedroom 1 795$                       795$                       0 0 Yes
2912 Pleasant Ave Whittier 2912 Pleasant Ave 0.3 miles 2 bedroom 1 900$                       900$                       900 900 Yes
KMS Uptown Apartments Whittier 505 W 24th St 0.8 miles Efficiency 1 525$                       525$                       350 350 Yes
1 Bedroom 1 600$                       600$                       550 550
2 Bedroom 2 785$                       785$                       900 900
3 Bedroom 2 1,075$                    1,075$                    1,400 1,400
Nicollet Court Apartments Whittier 2222 Nicollet Ave S 1.2 miles 1 Bedroom 1 645$                       745$                       600 800 Yes
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LOCAL	BUSINESSES	
(2010)
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Art, Print, Photo and Supplies
Flander's Art
Highpoint Center for Printmaking
Intermedia Arts
Minnesota Premier Publications
Opening Night Framing & Gallery
PhotoBook Press
Rocker Woodworking and Hardware
Soo Visual Arts Center
Auto
A to Z Gas Stop
Airbag Services
Enteprise Rent A Car
Hagen's Auto Body
Lyndale Auto Services
Paul Williams Tire
Super America
Tires Plus
West Lake Auto Sales
Barbers & Salons
Circle H Barber Shop
Hair by Morgan
Hairpolice Minneapolis Hair Salon
Jon English Creative Production Studio
Just Salonspa
Lyn-Lake Barber Shop
Salon Schlee
The Loft Salon
Variety Beauty Supply
Bars and Clubs
Bar Abilene
Cause Spirits & Soundbar
Champions Sports Bar and Grill
Hennepin Lake Liquor Store
Herkimer Pub & Brewery
Sauce Spirits & Soundbar
The Country Bar and Grill
William's Uptown Pub and Peanut
Clothing & Accessories
Applause
Calhoun Square
Columbia Sportswear Uptown Flagship Store
Corner Store Vintage
Heartbreaker
Heavenly Soles
Knox Jewelers
Luna Soles
Niche Retail
Payless Shoes
Schatzlein Saddle Shop
Shockspital
Smitten Kitten
Tatters
The North Face
Top Shelf
Development and Real Estate
Ackerberg Properties, Inc.
Hansa Corporation
Keller Williams Reality
Ludeman Real Estate, Inc.
Minneapolis Open Houses Real Estate
Paul Newman Realty Center
Electronics
Apple Store
Radio Shack
T- Mobile
Verizon Wireless
World of Wireless
Entertainment and Hobby
Cheapo Discs
Double Danger Comics & Collectibles
Dream Haven Books & Commics
GHQ Modeling
Movie Gallery
Walker Library
Financial
Ace Cash Express
Cash Systems
Central Bank
First National Bank of the Lakes
Money Centers
Raymond James
Trustone Financial Credit Union
Wells Fargo Bank
Western Uniton
Grocery
Bill's Imported Foods
Rainbow Foods
Wedge Community Co-Op
Health
Eyedeals EyeCare
Fiant Dental
GNC
Pearle Vision
Planned Parenthood
Progress Valley I
Redeemer health and Rehabilitation Center
Uptown Dermatology & Skin Spa
Visionary
Home Improvement and Furnishings
Creative Vision - Cabinetry & Design Studio, Inc.
Design Within Reach
Furniture Industries, Inc.
Gaytee Stained Glass, Inc.
Grand Lake Furniture Inc
Kitchen Window
Schaefer Hardwood Floors
Sherwin-Williams
Standard HVAC
Major Retailers
Kmart
Office Max
Walgreens
Miscellaneous
Ink Lab
Lyndale Animal Hospital
Schatzlein Saddle Shop, Inc.
Twin Cities Tatoo
Uptown Pawn on Lake Street
Proffesional Services
Burnomatic, Mooney & Ridler
H&R Block
Jackson Hewit Tax Services
Laurel Ulland Architecture
Progressive Insurance
Public & Non Profit Organizations
Calhoun Area Residents Action Group
Community Connections Partnership
Immigrant Resource Center Office
James Ballentine VFW Post No. 246
Lyndale Neighborhood Association
Minnesota Historical Society
Uptown Association
Whittier Alliance
Whittier Community Development Corporation
Recreation and Fitness
Alternative Bike & Board Shop
Awaken Pilates Studio
Bikram's Yoga College of India
Bryant-Lake Bowl
Dance with Lois Donnay
Essence of Prodigy Hip Hop Dance Studio
Penn Cycle
Rendezvous Dance Studio
Snap Fitness
Sunrise Cycelry
Twin Town Cross Fit
Religion
Joyce United Methodist Church
Lyndale United Church of Christ
Salem English Lutheran Church
Resturants
Amazing Thailand
Arbys
Chiang Mai Thai
Chinatown
Chinese Express
Cowboy Slims
Delights of India
Dulono's Pizza
Dunn Bros Coffe
Famous Dave's BBQ and Blues Club
French Meadow Bakery & Cafe
Fuji Ya Sushi
Fusion Restaurant and Lounge
Galactic Pizza
Heidi's Minneapolis
It's Greek to Me
Los Andes
Lotus Restaurant
McDonald's
Millo's Sandwiches
moto-I
Pizza Luce Uptown
Popeye's Chicken and Biscuits
Risotto
Saigon Uptown Restaurant
Stella's Fish Café
Subway
Sunray
Sushi Tango
The Egg and I
Tiger Sushi II
Wendy's
White Castle
Zeno Café
Services
AARCEE Party Rental
Lee's Shoe Repair
Nordquist Sign
US Post Office
Theaters
Bryant Lake Theater
Jungle Theater
Landmark Lagoon Cinema
Uptown Theater
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Snap Fitness
Sunrise Cycelry
Twin Town Cross Fit
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Salem English Lutheran Church
Resturants
Amazing Thailand
Arbys
Chiang Mai Thai
Chinatown
Chinese Express
Cowboy Slims
Delights of India
Dulono's Pizza
Dunn Bros Coffe
Famous Dave's BBQ and Blues Club
French Meadow Bakery & Cafe
Fuji Ya Sushi
Fusion Restaurant and Lounge
Galactic Pizza
Heidi's Minneapolis
It's Greek to Me
Los Andes
Lotus Restaurant
McDonald's
Millo's Sandwiches
moto-I
Pizza Luce Uptown
Popeye's Chicken and Biscuits
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Saigon Uptown Restaurant
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Subway
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	 An	environmental	analysis	was	undertaken	to	obtain	information	that	would	aid	in	the	design	process.		Although	a	familiarity	with	the	Minneapolis’s	
climate	had	already	been	established,	the	intent	of	this	analysis	was	to	document	the	data	so	that	it	could	be	used	as	a	resource	for	making	decisions	with	
regards	to	sustainability.						
	 The	average	temperatures	of	Minneapolis	serve	as	proof	that	it	is	a	cold	climate.		The	cities	geographical	location	is	near	the	intersection	of	Zone	6	
(Cold)	and	Zone	7	(Very	Cold)	of	the	climate	map	used	by	the	U.S.	Department	of	Energy.		This	information	suggests	that	the	building	envelope	should	be	
designed	at	the	high	end	of	Zone	6	requirements	and	the	low	end	of	Zone	7	requirements.				
	 The	average	annual	relative	humidity	is	79%	in	the	morning	and	62%	in	the	afternoon.		If	the	indoor	temperature	is	managed	properly,	the	level	of	rela-
tive	humidity	can	be	offset	to	achieve	an	indoor	environment	that	falls	within	the	human	comfort	zone.	The	number	of	heating	degree	days	far	exceed	cooling	
degree	days	when	a	base	temperature	of	74°F	is	used.		The	design	could	incorporate	passive	cooling	strategies	to	reduce	or	eliminate	air	conditioning	needs.
	 April	through	September	the	average	precipitation	is	3.45	inches.		The	precipitation	may	be	conducive	to	rainwater	collection	for	a	grey	water	system	
or	for	rooftop	gardens	and	planting	beds.		October	through	April	the	average	snowfall	is	6.47	inches.	The	design	will	need	to	consider	storage	or	removal	of	the	
large	amounts	of	snow	that	will	accumulate	on	the	site.		
	 The	number	of	cloudy	and	partly	cloudy	days	far	exceeds	the	number	of	clear	days.		Photo	voltaic	panels	as	a	source	of	energy	may	not	be	an	economi-
cal	strategy.		The	sun	is	at	its	highest	point	in	the	sky	at	12:00	PM	during	the	summer	solstice.		The	design	should	incorporate	strategies	to	prevent	overheating	
in	the	summer	and	allow	for	heat	gain	in	the	winter.	
	 The	site’s	winter	winds	are	from	the	north	and	northwest	and	summer	winds	are	from	the	south	and	southeast.		The	design	could	minimize	the	impact	
of	winter	winds	and	utilize	summer	winds	to	minimize	air	conditioning	needs.		The	average	annual	wind	speed	is	10.83	mph.		Wind	turbines	as	a	source	of	
energy	may	not	be	an	economical	strategy.		
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Avg	Low 4 12 23 36 48 58 63 61 51 39 25 11
Avg	High 22 29 41 57 70 79 83 80 71 58 40 26
Avg 13 20.5 32 46.5 59 68.5 73 70.5 61 48.5 32.5 18.5
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tEmpEraturE and Humidity
Temperature	
Relative	Humidity
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
CDD 0 0 0 4 22 71 143 72 30 6 0 0
HDD 1758 1539 1269 750 452 165 90 143 321 766 1101 1691
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Roofs Nonresidential Residential
Insulation	Above	Deck R-20 R-20
Metal	Building R-13	+	R-19 R-13	+	R-19
Attic	and	Other R-38 R-38
Walls Above Grade
Mass R-13 R-15
Metal	Building R-13	+	R-13 R-13	+	R-13
Steel	Framed R-13	+	R-7.5 R-13	+	R-7.5
Wood	Framed R-13	+	R-7.5 R-13	+	R-7.5
Roofs Nonresidential Residential
Insulation	Above	Deck R-20 R-20
Metal	Building R-13	+	R-19 R-13	+	R-19
Attic	and	Other R-38 R-38
Walls Above Grade
Mass R-15 R-15
Metal	Building R-13	+	R-13 R-13	+	R-13
Steel	Framed R-13	+	R-7.5 R-13	+	R-15
Wood	Framed R-13	+	R-7.5 R-13	+	R-7.5
Zone 6
Zone 7
Roofs Nonresidential Residential
Insulation	Above	Deck R-20 R-20
Metal	B ilding R-13	+	R-19 R-13	+	R-19
Attic	and	Other R-38 R-38
Walls Above Grade
Mass R-13 R-15
Metal	Building R-13	+	R-13 R-13	+	R-13
Steel	Framed R-13	+	R-7.5 R-13	+	R-7.5
Wood	Framed R-13	+	R-7.5 R-13	+	R-7.5
Roofs Nonresidential Residential
Insulation	Above	Deck R-20 R-20
Metal	Building R-13	+	R-19 R-13	+	R-19
Attic	and	Other R-38 R-38
Walls Above Grade
Mass R-15 R-15
Metal	Building R-13	+	R-13 R-13	+	R-13
Steel	Framed R-13	+	R-7.5 R-13	+	R-15
Wood	Framed R-13	+	R-7.5 R-13	+	R-7.5
Zone 6
Zone 7
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Cooling	and	Heating	Degree	Days
Base	Temperature	of	74°F
dEgrEE days and r-valuEs
Recommended	R-Values
ASHRAE	189
Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
Snow	Fall 10.00 7.80 9.40 2.90 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 6.10 8.60
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Snow	Fall
Precipitation
prEcipitation
Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
Clear 8 8 7 7 7 7 10 10 10 10 5 6
Partly	Cloudy 7 7 7 8 9 10 12 11 8 7 6 6
Cloudy 15 14 17 15 15 12 9 10 12 14 18 18
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8:00 AM SUMMER 34°
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8:00 AM WINTER 3°
12:00 PM SUMMER 68°
12:00 PM FALL 45°
12:00 PM SPRING 45°
12:00 PM WINTER 22°
5:00 PM SUMMER 28°
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5:00 PM SPRING 14°
5:00 PM WINTER 0°
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Sun	Angle Sun	Path
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Wind
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Wind Speed (mph)
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WatEr consumption analysis
	 A	spreadsheet	was	developed	to	evaluate	and	compare	various	water	conserving	plumbing	strategies	during	the	design	phase	of	the	project.		The	
spreadsheet	was	create	to	allow	for	flexibility	in	testing	possibilities.		This	tool	was	used	to	determine	the	best	value	system	for	different	design	iterations.		The	
example	presented	shows	the	capabilities	and	outputs	of	the	spreadsheet.					
Example	Parameters:
•	20	dwelling	units
•	2	occupants	per	dwelling	unit	(40	total)
•	2	full	bathrooms	in	each	unit
					-	each	with	a	water	closet,	lavatory	and	a	tub/shower
•	1	kitchen	sink	per	unit
•	1	dishwasher	per	unit
•	1	clothes	washer	per	unit
•	1”	meter	size
•	Service	sinks	and	fire	suppression	systems	excluded
•	Irrigation	demands	of	5,000	gallons	per	month,	April	through	September	
	 The	break-even	analysis	ultimately	determines	what	method	is	the	best	value	approach.		For	this	example,	strategy	4	was	determined	as	the	best	value	
strategy	out	of	the	six	options.		Strategy	4	had	the	lowest	break-even	of	1.36	years.		Strategy	2	could	be	considered	the	best	option	since	there	are	operating	
cost	savings	without	additional	initial	costs.		But	when	the	amount	of	water	saved	by	strategy	4	(436,742	gallons)	is	compared	to	the	water	saved	by	strategy	
2	(30,000	gallons),	strategy	4	is	deemed	the	best	value	approach.		
	Water	Conservation	Strategies:
1.	Baseline	-	Standard	Fixtures	with	Irrigation
2.	Baseline	-	Standard	Fixtures	without	Irrigation	(Native	Plants)
3.	Water	Efficient	Fixtures	with	Irrigation
4.	Water	Efficient	Fixtures	without	Irrigation	(Native	Plants)
5.	Water	Efficient	Fixtures	and	a	Greywater	System	without	Irrigation	(Native	Plants)
6.	Water	Efficient	Fixtures	and	a	Greywater	System,	Wastewater	used	for	Irrigation	
1 2 3 4 5 6
Years - - 1.44 1.36 2.77 2.91
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Breakeven
Fixture	Costs
1 2 3 4 5 6
Annual	Supply	Water 787,620 757,620 480,878 450,878 450,878 450,878
Annual	Waste	Water 681,858 681,858 405,791 405,791 405,791 224,506
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Total	Annual	Operating	Costs $6,304 $6,181 $3,971 $3,849 $3,028 $2,200
Annual	Waste	Water	Costs $3,092 $3,092 $2,011 $2,011 $2,011 $1,183
Annual	Supply	Water	Costs $3,212 $3,089 $1,961 $1,838 $1,017 $1,017
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Annual	Water	Consumption
Annual	Operating	Costs
Water	Saved	Year	1 Water	Saved	Year	2 Water	Saved	Year	3 Water	Saved	Year	4 Water	Saved	Year	5
Series1 - - - - -
Series2 30,000 60,000 90,000 120,000 150,000
Series3 306,742 613,483 920,225 1,226,966 1,533,708
Series4 336,742 673,483 1,010,225 1,346,966 1,683,708
Series5 336,742 673,483 1,010,225 1,346,966 1,683,708
Series6 336,742 673,483 1,010,225 1,346,966 1,683,708
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Money	Saved	Year	1 Money	Saved	Year	2 Money	Saved	Year	3 Money	Saved	Year	4 Money	Saved	Year	5
Series1 $- $- $- $- $-
Series2 $122 $245 $367 $489 $612
Series3 $2,332 $4,664 $6,996 $9,329 $11,661
Series4 $2,454 $4,909 $7,363 $9,818 $12,272
Series5 $3,276 $6,552 $9,827 $13,103 $16,379
Series6 $4,103 $8,207 $12,310 $16,414 $20,517
	$-
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	$20,000
	$25,000
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5	Year	Water	Savings	over	Baseline
5	Year	Operating	Cost	Savings	over	Baseline

prEcEdEnts
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	 The	precedents	that	were	selected	were	chosen	for	their	unique	project	aspects	that	collectively	inform	the	goals	of	this	thesis.		Each	precedent	is	a	
variation	of	multi-family	housing	and	exhibit	clever	strategies	to	addressing	flexibility	of	space,	mixed-use	strategies	and	designing	for	multiple	dwelling	units.		
	 The	After	Hours	Creative	building	is	a	wonderful	example	of	entrepreneurialism	and	ingenuity.		The	project	encapsulated	the	owner’s	vision	of	a	flex-
ible	live-work	situation	which	could	also	be	profitable	through	having	their	own	business	located	on	the	ground	floor	and	offering	an	art	gallery	which	could	be	
rented	for	private	parties.		The	architect’s	knowledge	of	the	code	proved	indispensable	by	designing	the	sloped	roof	to	maximize	space	while	still	conforming	
to	the	zoning	height	restrictions.		
	 The	Double	House	is	an	explicit	example	of	how	dwelling	units	might	be	intertwined	under	one	roof.		While	the	design	intent	is	clear,	the	project	appears	
to	be	underdeveloped	in	plan	and	its	proportions	appear	awkward.		This	project	is	also	an	example	of	the	challenges	of	working	with	a	client.		One	of	the	clients	
backed	out	of	the	project	prior	to	completion,	therefore	the	project	and	design	suffered	resulting	in	poor	material	substitutions	and	an	incomplete	design.							
	 The	Vento	Residence	displays	the	significance	of	sustainability	and	density.		As	the	first	LEED	platinum	mixed-use	project	in	North	America,	it	was	able	
to	overcome	a	saturated	and	competitive	mixed-use	market	by	utilizing	good	design	and	sustainability.		This	project	also	shows	how	governmental	regulations	
can	be	challenged	and	overcome	to	prevent	design	restrictions.		The	Vento	was	the	first	project	in	Calgary	to	receive	approval	to	use	a	greywater	system.
	 Le	Corbusier’s	Unite	d’Habitation	is	an	example	of	how	a	community	can	reside	under	one	roof.		The	interlocking	dwelling	units	create	23	different	
apartment	configurations	while	maintaining	cross	ventilation	for	all	of	them.		This	project	also	shows	how	the	commercial	aspects	of	a	mixed-use	building	can	
serve	the	residents.		The	building	has	a	hotel,	retail	stores,	health	care	facility	and	fitness	facility.
	 Building	115	is	an	example	of	how	an	owner	can	also	be	a	developer	and	create	an	income	generating	building.		The	owner	of	Building	115	is	a	general	
contractor	who	created	a	live-work	situation	in	which	he	lives	on	the	top	floor	and	has	an	office	and	workshop	on	the	lower	floors.		This	project	is	42%	owner	
occupied	and	the	remaining	58%	is	rented	retail	and	office	space	which	generates	income	for	the	owner.		
	 The	Prospect	is	an	example	of	an	architect	as	a	developer.		It	represents	the	success	that	an	individual	can	have	pursuing	this	type	of	career.		Jonathan	
Segal	has	made	a	successful	and	profitable	career	out	of	combining	architecture	with	development.		In	addition,	living	and	working	in	the	same	building	has	
saved	him	a	substantial	amount	of	time	and	money.
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	 Mike	Oleskow	and	Russ	Haan	were	starting	their	advertising	
company	and	realized	that	the	money	they	spent	on	house,	office	and	
warehouse	payments	was	neither	efficient	nor	sustainable.		They	had	a	
vision	of	creating	a	project	that	would	be	live-work,	affordable,	sustain-
able	and	support	future	owners.		They	contacted	Joe	Herzog	to	help	
their	dreams	become	a	reality.	 	Herzog	was	faced	with	a	unique,	yet	
inspiring	 challenge.	 	The	City	 of	 Phoenix	 zoning	 code	 restricted	 the	
building	to	a	maximum	of	2	stories	and	a	height	of	30	feet.		To	maximize	
space,	 the	design	 included	a	main	floor	and	a	second	floor	but	also	
incorporated	a	basement	and	mezzanine	which	do	not	count	as	stories.	
The	basement	is	used	for	storage.		The	main	floor	has	a	large	open	of-
fice	and	gallery	space.		The	owners	use	the	office	for	their	advertising	
business	and	rent	the	gallery	for	private	events	and	additional	income.	
The	mezzanine	provides	additional	office	space	as	well	as	a	private	
guest	bedroom.		The	top	level	serves	as	the	private	living	quarters	for	
the	owners	and	has	a	 large	outdoor	 roof	deck.	 	The	 ingenuity	of	 the	
designer	and	knowledge	of	the	zoning	code	can	be	seen	in	the	cross	
section.		The	zoning	code	required	a	30	foot	height	maximum,	but	this	
maximum	was	a	median	height.		Herzog	utilized	this	to	his	advantage	
by	allowing	the	side	of	 the	building	with	 the	residence	to	become	37	
feet	and	then	sloped	the	roof	down	to	25	feet	on	the	opposite	side	with	
the	roof	deck.
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MerzProject	
2008
1	Bedroom	Apartment
1	Office,	1	Gallery
Unknown
Architect	of	Record:
Completion	Date:
Number	of	Dwelling	Units:
Number	of	Commercial	Units:
Area:
Project	Description:
GROUND	LEVEL
SECTION
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Architect	of	Record:
Completion	Date:
Number	of	Dwelling	Units:
Number	of	Commercial	Units:
Area:
Project	Description:
	 The	Double	House	is	a	unique	duplex	designed	by	MVRDV	in	
the	Netherlands.		The	project	was	designed	for	two	families,	but	after	
the	project	began,	one	of	the	families	was	unable	to	continue	funding	
the	project	 so	 the	architect	 found	another	 family	 to	 live	 in	 their	 unit.	
Lack	of	funding	also	forced	the	architect	to	clad	the	exterior	in	plywood	
which	has	begun	to	deteriorate	over	time.		The	structure	of	the	house	
is	reinforced	concrete	in	which	the	architect	pushed	the	materials	ca-
pabilities.		The	house	was	design	in	section	which	is	obvious	from	the	
façade.		The	floor	plans	appear	to	be	under	developed.		The	left	side	is	
the	smaller	of	the	two	units,	but	the	two	units	have	approximately	the	
same	size	primary	living	areas.		MVRDV	obviously	experimented	with	
the	distinction	between	public	and	private	in	this	duplex.		The	public	ar-
eas	are	transparent	in	the	front	and	back	while	only	the	bedrooms	and	
bathrooms	are	enclosed.		The	interwoven	party	wall	also	blurs	the	lines	
of	public	and	private	between	the	two	units,	but	a	distinct	separation	
wall	does	appear	on	the	façade.		The	overlapping	floors	in	combination	
with	the	materials	truly	express	a	positive	and	negative	special	quality.	
B.	Mastenbroek	&	MVRDV
1997
2
0
3,230	SF
doublE HousE utrEcHt, tHE nEtHErlands
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Architect	of	Record:
Completion	Date:
Number	of	Dwelling	Units:
Number	of	Commercial	Units:
Area:
Project	Description:
	 The	 Vento	Residence	 in	 Calgary	 is	 the	 first	 LEED	Platinum	
multi-family	residential	project	in	North	America.		The	Vento	is	a	mixed-
use	urban-infill	project	located	in	an	urban	context	on	a	site	that	was	
previously	occupied	by	the	Calgary	General	Hospital.		The	three	story	
building	 consists	 of	 ground	 floor	 retail	 space	with	 20	 two-story	 resi-
dences	above.		The	project	also	includes	two	low-income	units	that	are	
owned	and	operated	by	the	city.		95%	of	the	spaces	within	the	residenc-
es	have	views	to	the	exterior.		The	walls	are	insulated	to	R-24	and	the	
project	includes	a	low	albedo	roof	insulated	to	R-40.		The	Vento	was	the	
first	project	granted	approval	to	use	a	greywater	recycling	system	in	the	
city	of	Calgary.		Each	unit	includes	a	heat	recovery	system	to	reuse	the	
exhaust	from	the	kitchen	and	bathrooms	as	well	as	radiant	floor	heating	
to	heat	the	spaces.		The	project	was	able	to	divert	more	than	half	of	its	
construction	waste	from	landfills.		The	materials	selected	for	the	interior	
of	the	project	had	no	or	 low	VOCs	emission.		The	Vento	performs	at	
44.4%	better	than	the	National	Research	Council	of	Canada’s	Model	
National	Energy	Code	of	Canada	for	Buildings.		One	major	challenge	
of	the	development	strategy	was	that	another	large	multi-family	project	
was	being	constructed	within	a	block	of	the	site	at	the	same	time.		As	
a	result	of	the	project	teams	dedication	to	sustainability,	they	were	able	
to	overcome	the	competition	and	all	20	residential	units	were	sold	prior	
to	construction.						
Busby	Perkins+Will
2006
20
Ground	Floor	Retail
38,890	SF
vEnto rEsidEncEs calgary, albErta, canada
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Architect	of	Record:
Completion	Date:
Number	of	Dwelling	Units:
Number	of	Commercial	Units:
Area:
Project	Description:
	 Le	 Corbusier’s	 Unite	 d’Habitation	 in	 Marseilles,	 France	 is	 a	
product	 of	 the	 postwar	 housing	 demand.	 	 This	 12	 story	multi-family	
mixed-use	building	is	capable	of	housing	1,600	people	in	23	different	
apartment	configurations.	 	The	apartments	are	capable	of	housing	a	
single	person	up	to	a	family	of	ten.		This	dynamic	building	intertwines	
residential	units	allowing	almost	all	of	them	to	have	a	two	story	space	
and	balconies	on	both	the	front	and	back	facades.		Le	Corbusier	de-
signed	 the	elevators	so	 that	 they	would	skip	every	other	floor,	which	
provided	privacy	to	the	residents	while	also	allowing	each	floor	plan	to	
have	a	different	configuration.		The	building	has	a	core	which	includes	
retail,	sport	and	medical	facilities.		In	addition,	there	is	also	a	hotel	that	
occupies	a	few	floors.		The	roof	has	a	terrace	with	a	running	track	and	
a	wading	pool.		The	large	building	mass	is	raised	up	on	Le	Corbusier’s	
infamous	pilotis	creating	a	large	void	beneath	the	building.		The	struc-
ture	is	constructed	of	cast	in	place	concrete	in	which	the	rough	pattern	
of	wood	slats	from	the	formwork	is	left	unfinished.															
Le	Corbusier
1952
1,600	People,	12	Story
Retail,	Medical,	Fitness
Unknown
unitE d’Habitation marsEillEs, francE
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Architect	of	Record:
Completion	Date:
Number	of	Dwelling	Units:
Number	of	Commercial	Units:
Area:
Project	Description:
	 The	owner	of	Building	115	was	in	seek	of	inexpensive	land	for	
a	shop	and	office	for	his	contracting	company	when	he	came	across	
the	lot.		The	site	is	surrounded	by	light	industrial,	residential	and	com-
mercial	uses.		The	lot	was	2,640	sf	which	had	a	buildable	area	of	30	
feet	by	88	feet.		The	building	has	a	vacant	lot	on	one	side	and	there	is	a	
small	retail	store	on	the	other	side.		The	client	who	also	built	the	project	
had	a	vision	of	creating	a	live	work	scenario	which	could	also	be	profit-
able.	 	The	building	is	occupied	42%	by	the	owner	and	the	remaining	
58%	is	all	income	generation.		The	construction	cost	was	$1.7	million,	
although,	 it	 is	difficult	 to	 judge	the	accuracy	of	 this	number	since	the	
owner	 is	a	contractor	and	he	has	a	good	 relationship	with	 the	archi-
tect.	 	To	prepare	 for	 future	 larger	neighbors,	 the	design	 incorporated	
two	structural	concrete	block	walls	on	each	side.		These	walls	have	no	
openings	and	will	serve	as	fire	walls	for	future	development.		The	stair-
well	is	in	the	middle	of	the	building	forming	a	structural	H	in	plan.		Build-
ing	code	requirements	required	that	the	residences	stairs	be	separated	
from	the	other	spaces.		Both	stairs	were	placed	in	the	center	of	the	plan	
to	allow	for	views	out	of	both	ends	of	the	building.	
Graham	Baba	Architects
2009
1
3	(2	Offices	,	1	Retail)
6,000	SF
building 115 sEattlE, WasHington, usa
SECTION
THIRD	LEVEL
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Architect	of	Record:
Completion	Date:
Number	of	Dwelling	Units:
Number	of	Commercial	Units:
Area:
Project	Description:
	 The	 Prospect	 is	 located	 on	 a	 7,200	 square-foot	 abandoned	
brown-field	wedged	shaped	site.		On	the	site	Jonathan	Segal	designed	
and	built	his	own	private	 residence	as	well	as	an	architecture	studio	
which	he	 runs	his	practice	out	of.	 	The	 residence	sits	on	and	above	
grade	and	the	office	and	fitness	area	is	located	below	grade.		The	de-
sign	utilized	glass	floors	and	 light	wells	 to	allow	natural	 light	 to	pen-
etrate	 into	 the	basement	 office.	 	The	building	 is	 a	 stucco	box	which	
rests	on	Corten	steel	privacy	walls	and	 is	surrounded	by	a	reflecting	
pool.	 	Segal	used	funding	 from	his	previous	development	projects	 to	
cover	the	expenses	of	the	Prospect.		In	Jonathan	Segal’s	2007	lecture	
to	the	College	of	Architecture	at	the	University	of	Nebraska-Lincoln;	he	
determined	that	he	was	able	to	save	$584,000	in	expenses	that	would	
have	 otherwise	 spent	 on	 owning	 and	 operating	 a	 personnel	 vehicle	
that	would	have	been	used	for	commuting	to	work	over	a	course	of	20	
years.		He	also	determined	that	he	saved	nearly	a	total	of	2	years	of	
time	by	not	commuting	to	work	during	that	same	time	period	based	on	
a	total	commute	of	40	minutes.		He	was	able	to	achieve	this	enormous	
money	and	time	savings	by	working	where	he	lives.		In	addition	to	sav-
ing	money	from	his	development	strategies,	he	has	also	makes	money.	
In	2007,	Segal	was	able	to	sell	75%	of	his	portfolio	for	45	million	dollars.	
Jonathan	Segal	is	one	of	the	most	well-known	architects	for	acting	as	
an	architect	and	developer.		
Johnathan	Segal
Unknown,	Last	10	Years
1	Sinle	Family
1	Architecture	Office
Unknown,	7,200	SF	Lot
tHE prospEct san diEgo, ca, usa

Design Process
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	 The	design	process	began	with	a	systematic	developer-minded	approach	coupled	with	an	analysis	of	code	requirements	to	find	opportunities	that	could	
maximize	design	potential.		This	initial	exploration	began	by	looking	at	how	one	could	maximize	the	buildable	area	to	gain	the	best	return	on	investment.	
	 Multiple	options	were	tested	and	their	form,	number	of	commercial	units,	number	of	parking	stalls	and	whether	or	not	an	elevator	was	required	was	
documented.		Documenting	the	requirement	of	an	elevator	came	from	an	opportunity	discovered	in	the	building	code	and	fair	housing	act	that	could	eliminate	
the	need	of	an	elevator	if	an	accessible	unit	was	placed	on	the	ground	floor.
	 The	parking	requirements	for	the	site	were	identified	as	challenge	early	in	the	design	process.		A	few	opportunities	were	discovered	in	the	zoning	code	
that	would	allow	the	design	to	overcome	this	challenge.		The	zoning	code	eliminated	on	site	parking	for	commercial	spaces	that	were	1,000	square	feet	or	less.	
In	addition,	the	zoning	code	also	allowed	for	a	reduction	in	the	on	site	parking	if	other	means	of	parking	were	provided	within	500	feet	of	the	site.		Fortunately,	
a	parking	lot	where	stalls	can	be	rented	is	located	within	500	feet	of	the	site.		Lastly,	the	zoning	code	allowed	for	a	percentage	of	the	total	parking	stalls	on	the	
site	to	be	compact.		All	of	these	options	were	thoroughly	explored.		
	 The	utilization	of	mezzanines	in	the	design	was	another	opportunity	that	was	discovered	that	could	aid	in	overcoming	some	of	the	challenges	of	code	
requirements.		Mezzanines	are	not	considered	stories	or	floors,	so	this	allows	an	increase	in	rentable	area	while	still	complying	with	code	requirements.					
	 This	process	eventually	evolved	into	selecting	three	options	to	explore	further.		A	preliminary	cost	pro	forma	was	created	to	compare	the	options.		This	
preliminary	cost	pro	forma	determined	the	break-even	point	of	the	option	based	on	the	land	and	construction	costs,	operating	costs	and	projected	revenue.	
The	break-even	then	served	as	a	simple	way	of	comparing	the	different	options	from	a	financial	standpoint.		The	cost	pro	forma	spreadsheet	also	calculated	
the	area	efficiency	of	each	option.		The	area	efficiency	of	an	option	serves	as	the	basis	for	how	much	of	the	building	can	be	rented.	
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4	commercial	units
22	parking	stalls
Elevator	required	
4	commercial	units
20	parking	stalls
Elevator	not	required
5	commercial	units
26	parking	stalls
Elevator	required	
4	commercial	units
13	parking	stalls
Elevator	not	required
5	commercial	units
11	parking	stalls
Elevator	not	required
4	commercial	units
23	parking	stalls
Elevator	required
5	commercial	units
19	parking	stalls
Elevator	required	
4	commercial	units
21	parking	stalls
Elevator	required	
iterations
Residential
Common	Area
Commercial
Parking	
Commercial Area Residential Area Common Area Gross Area
Level 01 3,000                      -                          1,815                      4,815
Level 02 -                          9,265                      1,682                      10,947
Level 03 -                          9,265                      1,682                      10,947
Level 04 -                          1,967                      700                         2,667
Total 3,000                     20,497                   5,879                     29,376
Building Area Efficiency 80%
Built Area Parking Area Other Area Total Site Area
Site 4,815                      3,366                      3,354                      11,535
Site Area Efficiency 71%
Commercial Area Residential Area Common Area Avg. Cost / SF
Cost / SF (100)$                      (150)$                      (80)$                        (110)$
Commercial Area Residential Area Common Area Total Cost
Level 01 (300,000)$ -$ (145,200)$               (445,200)$
Level 02 -$ (1,389,750)$            (134,560)$               (1,524,310)$
Level 03 -$ (1,389,750)$            (134,560)$               (1,524,310)$
Level 04 -$ (295,050)$               (56,000)$                 (351,050)$
Total (300,000)$              (3,074,550)$           (470,320)$              (3,844,870)$
Building Construction Cost (3,844,870)$
Site Area Developed Area $/SF Developed Area Total Cost
Land Purchase (276,800)$
Site Development 11,535                    6,720 (80)$                        (537,600)$
Total (814,400)$
Site Development Cost (814,400)$      
Unit Cost / Unit Total Cost
Elevator 1 (85,000)$                 (85,000)$
Rooftop Terrace 6,500 (50)$                        (325,000)$
Total (410,000)$
Additional Cost (410,000)$      
Total Construction Cost (5,069,270)$
Number of Units Monthly Rent / Unit Vacancy Factor Annual Rent
Commercial Units 3                             1,500$                    5% 51,300$
Standard Apt Unit 15                           1,400$                    5% 239,400$
Large  Apt Unit 5                             2,000$                    5% 114,000$
Parking Stalls 22                           60$                         0% 15,840$
Total 420,540$
Monthly Cost Percentage of Total Months per Year Annual Cost
Maintenance (200)$ 11% 12 (2,400)$
Insurance (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Taxes (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Water (320)$ 18% 12 (3,840)$
Electricity (750)$ 42% 12 (9,000)$
Garbage (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Recycling (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Marketing (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Total (1,770)$ 100% (21,240)$
Total Annual Revenue 399,300$       
Breakeven 12.70
Additional Cost
Revenue
Operating Costs
Option 01
Building Area
Site Area
Building Cost
Site  Cost
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Ground	Floor	Plan
Second	Floor	Plan
Third	Floor	Plan
Fourth	Floor	Plan
Section
Southeast	Perspective
Northwest	Perspective
South	Overhead	Perspective
North	Overhead	Perspective
oPtion 01
Commercial Area Residential Area Common Area Gross Area
Level 01 3,000                      670                         1,721                      5,391
Level 02 -                          6,322                      1,417                      7,739
Level 03 -                          6,322                      1,417                      7,739
Level 04 -                          2,854                      264                         3,118
Total 3,000                     16,168                   4,819                     23,987
Building Area Efficiency 80%
Built Area Parking Area Other Area Total Site Area
Site 5,391                      2,907                      3,237                      11,535
Site Area Efficiency 72%
Commercial Area Residential Area Common Area Avg. Cost / SF
Cost / SF (100)$                      (150)$                      (80)$                        (110)$
Commercial Area Residential Area Common Area Total Cost
Level 01 (300,000)$               (100,500)$               (137,680)$               (538,180)$
Level 02 -$ (948,300)$               (113,360)$               (1,061,660)$
Level 03 -$ (948,300)$               (113,360)$               (1,061,660)$
Level 04 -$ (428,100)$               (21,120)$                 (449,220)$
Total (300,000)$              (2,425,200)$           (385,520)$              (3,110,720)$
Building Construction Cost (3,110,720)$
Site Area Developed Area $/SF Developed Area Total Cost
Land Purchase (276,800)$
Site Development 11,535                    6,144 (80)$                        (491,520)$
Total (768,320)$
Site Development Cost (768,320)$      
Unit Cost / Unit Total Cost
Elevator - (85,000)$ -$
Rooftop Terrace 2,650 (50)$                        (132,500)$
Total (132,500)$
Additional Cost (132,500)$      
Total Construction Cost (4,011,540)$
Number of Units Monthly Rent / Unit Vacancy Factor Annual Rent
Commercial Units 3                             1,500$                    5% 51,300$
Standard Apt Unit 10                           1,300$                    5% 148,200$
Large  Apt Unit 5                             2,200$                    5% 125,400$
Parking Stalls 19                           60$                         0% 13,680$
Total 338,580$
Monthly Cost Percentage of Total Months per Year Annual Cost
Maintenance (200)$ 11% 12 (2,400)$
Insurance (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Taxes (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Water (320)$ 18% 12 (3,840)$
Electricity (750)$ 42% 12 (9,000)$
Garbage (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Recycling (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Marketing (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Total (1,770)$ 100% (21,240)$
Total Annual Revenue 317,340$       
Breakeven 12.64
Additional Cost
Revenue
Operating Costs
Option 02
Building Area
Site Area
Building Cost
Site  Cost
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Ground	Floor	Plan
Second	Floor	Plan
Third	Floor	Plan
Fourth	Floor	Plan
Section
Southeast	Perspective
Northwest	Perspective
South	Overhead	Perspective
North	Overhead	Perspective
oPtion 02
Commercial Area Residential Area Common Area Gross Area
Level 01 4,000                      -                          1,960                      5,960
Level 02 -                          5,394                      1,490                      6,884
Level 03 -                          5,394                      1,490                      6,884
Level 04 -                          4,120                      -                          4,120
Total 4,000                     14,908                   4,940                     23,848
Building Area Efficiency 79%
Built Area Parking Area Other Area Total Site Area
Site 5,960                      2,754                      2,821                      11,535
Site Area Efficiency 76%
Commercial Area Residential Area Common Area Avg. Cost / SF
Cost / SF (100)$                      (150)$                      (80)$                        (110)$
Commercial Area Residential Area Common Area Total Cost
Level 01 (400,000)$ -$ (156,800)$               (556,800)$
Level 02 -$ (809,100)$               (119,200)$               (928,300)$
Level 03 -$ (809,100)$               (119,200)$               (928,300)$
Level 04 -$ (618,000)$ -$ (618,000)$
Total (400,000)$              (2,236,200)$           (395,200)$              (3,031,400)$
Building Construction Cost (3,031,400)$
Site Area Developed Area $/SF Developed Area Total Cost
Land Purchase (276,800)$
Site Development 11,535                    5,575 (80)$                        (446,000)$
Total (722,800)$
Site Development Cost (722,800)$      
Unit Cost / Unit Total Cost
Elevator 1 (85,000)$                 (85,000)$
Rooftop Terrace - (50)$ -$
Total (85,000)$
Additional Cost (85,000)$        
Total Construction Cost (3,839,200)$
Number of Units Monthly Rent / Unit Vacancy Factor Annual Rent
Commercial Units 4                             1,500$                    5% 68,400$
Standard Apt Unit 7                             1,300$                    5% 103,740$
Large  Apt Unit 5                             2,100$                    5% 119,700$
Parking Stalls 18                           60$                         0% 12,960$
Total 304,800$
Monthly Cost Percentage of Total Months per Year Annual Cost
Maintenance (200)$ 11% 12 (2,400)$
Insurance (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Taxes (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Water (320)$ 18% 12 (3,840)$
Electricity (750)$ 42% 12 (9,000)$
Garbage (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Recycling (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Marketing (100)$ 6% 12 (1,200)$
Total (1,770)$ 100% (21,240)$
Total Annual Revenue 283,560$       
Breakeven 13.54
Additional Cost
Revenue
Operating Costs
Option 03
Building Area
Site Area
Building Cost
Site  Cost
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Ground	Floor	Plan
Second	Floor	Plan
Third	Floor	Plan
Fourth	Floor	Plan
Section
Southeast	Perspective
Northwest	Perspective
South	Overhead	Perspective
North	Overhead	Perspective
oPtion 03
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	 As	an	attempt	to	explore	the	project	from	a	conceptual	and	architectural	viewpoint,	yet	not	entirely	ignore	the	developer	mentality,	many	iterations	were	
undertaken	which	looked	at	various	components	of	the	building	independently	and	holistically.		
	 The	idea	of	flexibility	became	an	early	impetus.		Explorations	were	undertaken	on	how	spaces	could	expand	and	contract	based	on	their	live,	live-work	
or	work	programs.		One	of	the	iterations	looked	at	how	spaces	could	expand	out	towards	the	street	to	increase	the	interior	volume	for	work	programs.		The	same	
space	could	also	contract	for	live	programs,	creating	a	balcony.		Live-work	programs	could	be	placed	in	either	of	the	configurations.		The	facade	of	this	iteration	
was	the	first	attempt	at	exploring	how	a	system	could	be	devised	to	respond	to	the	different	interior	programs	while	still	providing	sun	control	and	privacy.		
	 The	interior	spaces	were	also	explored	with	this	idea	of	flexibility.		The	idea	of	using	a	moveable	partition	system	to	create	space	separation	was	ex-
plored.	The	thought	was	that	this	could	provide	a	space	that	had	the	basic	necessities	to	serve	either	as	an	office	or	an	apartment.		The	moveable	partitions	
could	then	be	configured	based	on	the	programmatic	requirements.		This	concept	was	primarily	driven	with	the	intentions	of	accommodating	different	programs	
within	the	same	space	without	the	need	of	renovations.		
	 This	idea	was	geared	towards	entrepreneurs	and	individuals	who	work	from	home.		The	thought	was	that	an	individual	could	rent	the	space	as	an	
apartment,	and	then	once	they	started	their	small	business	the	space	could	transform	into	a	live-work	space.		Once	their	business	began	to	grow,	the	individual	
could	move	out	and	let	the	whole	space	be	occupied	by	the	business.		Since	65%	of	businesses	fail	within	the	first	5	years	of	being	in	operation,	this	approach	
would	also	provide	security	for	the	individual	in	the	event	their	business	failed	by	allowing	the	space	to	transform	back	into	an	apartment.	
	 The	decision	was	made	to	 include	an	elevator	 in	the	project	and	eliminate	the	option	of	providing	ground	floor	residential.	 	The	site’s	context	was	
not	conducive	for	ground	floor	residential.		In	addition,	treating	the	ground	floor	units	solely	as	commercial	spaces	would	increase	the	potential	for	a	lively	
streetscape	which	is	vital	for	an	urban	neighborhood.		Including	an	elevator	in	the	project	was	also	easily	accepted	because	of	its	ability	to	add	value	to	the	
project.
	 To	address	the	parking	restrictions	of	the	site,	three	1,000	square	foot	ground	floor	commercial	suites	were	included	in	the	design	and	a	single	stall	was	
provided	for	each	upper	unit.		The	design	of	the	commercial	units	also	allowed	for	different	configurations	in	the	event	a	large	tenant	wanted	to	rent	the	entire	
space.		The	decision	to	include	a	basement	in	the	building	was	also	made.		A	basement	would	provide	opportunities	for	added	amenities	such	as	a	fitness	
center	and	storage	lockers.		These	amenities	would	also	provide	opportunities	for	additional	revenue	for	the	owner.		The	basement	also	provides	space	for	a	
mechanical	room	which	would	be	difficult	to	locate	on	the	upper	floors.		
concePtual exPloration
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Explorative	Model
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Process	Sketches
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Site	Plan
12:00 PM SUMMER 68°
12:00 PM SUMMER 68°
12:00 PM FALL 45°
12:00 PM SPRING 45°
12:00 PM WINTER 22°
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Building	Section
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Live
Live-Work
Work View	from	Lyndale	Ave
Terrace	View	to	Downtown
Corner	Cafe
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	 The	project	eventually	evolved	by	from	the	previous	ideas	and	explorations.		As	the	project	began	to	take	shape,	an	approach	of	quick	decision	making	
was	adopted	to	address	the	realities	of	the	industry.		This	thought	coupled	with	adding	the	construction	manager	mentality	to	the	process	led	to	a	higher	level	of	
investigation	of	the	constructability	of	the	project.		An	idea	of	minimizing	the	materials	and	trades	on	site	became	an	additional	impetus	for	design.		The	inten-
tions	of	taking	this	approach	were	in	the	hopes	that	it	would	reduce	the	project	schedule,	increase	productivity,	simplify	the	design	and	reduce	cost.		Building	
elements	were	then	sought	out	that	could	be	manufactured	off	site	and	then	be	brought	to	the	site	to	be	constructed.									
	 A	structural	system	of	precast	concrete	was	chosen.		Precast	concrete	provided	value	on	many	levels.		It	could	be	manufactured	off	site.		It	eliminated	
the	need	for	fireproofing	the	structure,	as	is	the	case	if	structural	steel	was	selected.		It	is	a	time	tested	material	that	has	proven	to	be	successful	in	many	ap-
plications	and	it	could	also	serve	as	a	finished	material	for	floors,	walls	and	ceilings.		In	addition,	the	east	wall	of	the	building	has	to	be	fire	rated	because	of	the	
close	proximity	to	the	neighbor;	precast	concrete	would	also	meet	this	requirement.				
	 The	façade	also	began	to	take	on	a	new	form.		During	a	trip	to	Italy	an	observation	was	made	that	many	of	the	buildings	used	an	exterior	window	shut-
ter	system	for	security,	privacy	and	thermal	performance.		This	idea	was	adopted,	but	revised	to	add	another	level	of	functionality.		The	window	shutter	system	
that	was	proposed,	incorporated	all	of	the	abilities	of	those	seen	in	Italy,	yet	included	the	ability	to	be	louvered	for	sun	control.		This	approach	also	allowed	for	
a	façade	that	can	become	dynamic	and	be	a	reflection	of	the	interior	spaces	on	the	exterior	of	the	building.			
	 The	interior	spaces	on	the	upper	floors	utilized	the	moveable	partition	wall	system	that	was	previously	explored,	but	the	interior	spaces	began	to	change	
as	the	structural	system	was	included	in	the	design.		The	stairwells	were	reconfigured	which	allowed	for	additional	parking	stalls.		This	reconfiguration	also	
caused	the	number	of	commercial	spaces	to	be	reduced	to	two.		The	reduction	in	commercial	spaces	presented	an	opportunity	for	shared	restrooms	which	
would	allow	for	maximizing	the	units’	floor	area.		
Merging of iDeas
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Wall	Section	AWall	Section	BWall	Section	C
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The	realization	came	that	the	current	design	was	not	answering	the	questions	of	the	thesis	nor	achieving	the	goals	of	the	project.		The	decision	was	made	to	
abandon	the	current	design	and	take	a	new	approach	based	on	what	was	learned	to	hopefully	answer	the	thesis	questions	and	meet	the	goals	of	the	project.		

Final Design
	 The	final	design	became	a	culmination	of	all	of	previous	work	coupled	with	the	acceptance	of	a	new	approach.		The	new	approach	was	not	a	new	
concept,	but	one	taken	from	different	building	types.		The	new	approach	incorporated	the	“core	and	shell”	strategy	that	is	used	in	commercial	developments.	
Previously	in	the	project	the	core	and	shell	strategy	was	considered	but	had	been	avoided	because	of	preconceived	notions	that	strip	malls	use	this	approach	
and	the	intent	wasn’t	to	design	a	strip	mall.		But,	the	realization	came	that	this	approach	was	the	answer	to	all	of	the	thesis	questions	and	resolved	all	of	the	
challenges	that	had	been	faced	leading	up	to	the	final	design.		This	approach	not	only	made	much	more	sense,	but	it	also	simplified	everything.		Unfortunately,	
the	core	and	shell	strategy	embraces	renovations	which	went	against	one	of	the	initial	goals	of	the	project.		As	a	result,	efforts	were	made	to	avoid	or	at	least	
minimize	renovations.		This	led	to	the	renaming	of	core	and	shell	to	skin,	bones	and	guts.		
	 Skin,	bones	and	guts	is	an	anthropomorphic	approach	to	design.		It	embraces	a	building	as	a	living	thing	and	strives	to	maximize	a	buildings	lifespan.	
This	approach	is	inherently	sustainable	and	supports	the	concept	of	sustainable	development	[meeting	the	needs	of	the	present	without	compromising	the	
ability	of	future	generations	to	meet	their	own	needs].		In	addition,	this	approach	embodies	the	motives	of	a	developer	by	increasing	market	potential,	reduc-
ing	initial	costs	and	maximizing	profitability.	From	both	the	architect’s	and	construction	manager’s	standpoint	this	approach	would	provide	future	work	through	
renovations.		Lastly,	this	approach	met	the	programmatic	goals	of	combining	living,	live-work	and	working	spaces.
	 A	panelized	system	[skin]	was	developed	for	the	exterior	of	the	building	that	incorporated	all	of	the	previous	explorations	and	responded	to	the	new	
approach.		The	system	allowed	for	reconfiguring	panels	based	on	the	program	of	the	interior	spaces.		The	panel	system	functions	as	guardrails	for	balconies,	
privacy	screening	and	sun	control.		The	insulated	overhead	rolling	window	shutter	system	that	was	previously	developed	is	also	included	in	the	final	design.	
The	proposal	suggests	that	this	system	would	be	added	in	the	future	as	a	way	to	lower	initial	costs.		
	 The	structure	[bones]	of	the	project	is	a	precast	concrete	frame	system	and	was	selected	for	all	of	the	reasons	that	had	been	identified	in	the	previous	
design	iterations.		Precast	concrete	can	be	manufactured	off	site.		It	eliminates	the	need	for	fireproofing	the	structure.		It	is	a	time	tested	material	that	has	proven	
to	be	successful	in	many	applications	and	it	can	also	serve	as	a	finished	material	for	floors,	walls	and	ceilings.		In	addition,	the	east	wall	of	the	building	has	to	
be	fire	rated	because	of	the	close	proximity	to	the	neighbor;	precast	concrete	would	also	meet	this	requirement.				
	 The	building	systems	[guts]	had	to	be	selected	for	their	ability	to	accommodate	renovations.		A	wet	fire	suppression	system	with	flexible	sprinkler	head	
piping	is	included	throughout	the	building.		This	type	of	system	allows	for	increased	flexibility	in	positioning	sprinkler	heads	and	coordinating	trades.		It	also	
has	a	quicker	installation	time	than	traditional	systems.		The	heating	and	cooling	system	is	a	variable	refrigerant	volume	system.		This	system	is	excellent	for	
renovations	and	has	faster	installation	times	than	other	systems.		It	also	works	well	in	spaces	that	have	low	clear	head	heights	because	only	refrigerant	piping	
connects	the	condenser	to	the	evaporators	in	each	space.			The	plumbing	system	uses	instantaneous	water	heaters	in	each	unit.		This	approach	allows	for	
only	cold	water	piping	runs	in	the	common	areas	and	offsets	the	operating	costs	of	heating	water	onto	the	tenant.		The	electrical	system	includes	the	ability	to	
incorporate	and	add	photo	voltaic	panels	into	the	system.		The	photo	voltaic	panels	would	also	be	a	future	addition	to	minimize	the	dependence	on	fossil	fuels	
and	city	utilities.							
115
	 The	location	of	the	stairs	in	the	final	design	changed	to	accommodate	additional	parking.		The	new	stair	locations	also	increase	the	area	efficiency	of	
the	building	which	increases	rentable	area.		In	section,	the	stairs	take	on	a	unique	appearance.		This	a	result	of	providing	landings	at	the	mezzanines	on	the	
first	and	second	floors	while	still	conforming	to	clear	head	height	requirements.		Adding	the	landings	at	the	mezzanines	was	the	result	of	an	opportunity	found	
in	the	building	code	that	allowed	for	the	area	of	a	mezzanine	to	be	increase	when	two	means	of	egress	were	provided.		Increasing	the	area	of	the	mezzanines	
allows	for	increased	rentable	area	thus	producing	higher	rent	to	generate	more	revenue.		
	 The	basement	is	an	owner	operated	space	and	includes	a	fitness	center	and	storage	space	that	generates	additional	revenue.		The	basement	also	
includes	a	mechanical	room	to	house	all	of	the	building	systems.	The	ground	floor	of	the	building	has	two	commercial	suites	each	with	a	mezzanine.		A	café	and	
bookstore	are	represented	as	possible	tenants.		The	ground	floors	design	has	the	capacity	to	accommodate	future	expansions	when	the	dependence	on	the	
automobile	is	reduced.		A	third	commercial	suite	with	a	mezzanine	would	be	added	to	the	northwest	side	of	the	building	and	the	southeast	tenant	could	increase	
in	size	by	expanding	north.							
	 The	second	and	third	floors	are	identical	with	the	exception	that	the	second	floor	has	a	mezzanine.		The	decision	to	provide	a	mezzanine	on	the	second	
floor	and	not	the	third	floor	was	made	to	increase	floor	plan	options	throughout	the	building.	The	open	spaces	on	the	second	and	third	floor	can	be	divided	in	
a	multitude	of	ways	to	accommodate	living,	live-work	or	working	programs.		The	goal	of	the	project	would	be	to	pre	lease	as	many	spaces	as	possible.		Any	
spaces	that	were	not	pre	leased	would	then	be	built	out	as	dwelling	units	and	rented	accordingly.		The	fourth	floor	is	a	penthouse	level.		The	intent	was	to	provide	
a	more	desirable	and	higher	revenue	generating	option	than	the	other	spaces	in	the	project.		The	options	presented	show	how	the	penthouse	could	be	divided	
into	four	large	units.							
	 The	final	cost	pro	forma	and	construction	schedule	for	the	project	is	based	on	the	skin,	bones	and	guts	of	the	building	and	does	not	include	tenant	fin-
ish	outs.		This	approach	was	taken	and	based	on	the	assumption	that	the	tenant	finish	outs	would	be	completed	at	the	cost	of	the	tenant.		The	cost	pro	forma	
determined	an	annual	revenue	of	$529,501	which	includes	a	5%	vacancy	factor,	an	annual	loan	payment	of	$365,885,	a	construction	cost	of	$3,307,780,	and	
annual	operating	cost	of	$43,800	which	equates	to	a	break-even	of	7.54.		A	construction	schedule	of	210	working	days	was	determined	for	the	skin,	bones	and	
guts,	beginning	on	Monday	3/5/12	and	finishing	on	12/21/12.	
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Basement:	Fitness	Center	and	Storage
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Basement:	Shell	Space
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Ground	Level:	Shell	Space
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Ground	Level:	Cafe	and	Bookstore	Option
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Mezzanine:	Shell	Space
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Mezzanine:	Cafe	and	Bookstore	Option
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Ground	Level:	Future	Expansion
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Mezzanine:	Future	Expansion
138
Ground	Level:	Shell	Space
139
Second	Level:	Cafe	Option
140
Upper	Floor	Plan	Options
141
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Second	Level:	Shell	Space
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Second	Level:	Live	Option
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Mezzanine:	Shell	Space
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Mezzanine:	Live	Option
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Second Level: Live Work Option
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Second Level: Work Option
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Mezzanine: Live Work Option
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Mezzanine: Work Option
150
Second Level: Shell Space
151
Second Level: Live Option
152
Second Level: Shell Space
153
Second Level: Work Option
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Third Level: Shell Space
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Third Level: Live Option
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Third Level: Live Work Option
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Third Level: Work Option
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Penthouse: Shell Space
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Penthouse: Live Option
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Penthouse: Live Work Option
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Penthouse: Work Option
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Penthouse Level: Shell Space
163
Penthouse Level: Live Option
Basement First Floor Unit 1 Unit 2 Second Floor Third Floor Fourth Floor Total
Gross 4,600                  5,700                  2,100                  1,950                  9,000                  7,850                  7,850                  39,050
Vertical 830                     830                     -                      -                      830                     830                     830                     4,150                  
Rentable 3,770                  4,870                  2,100                  1,950                  8,170                  7,020                  7,020                  34,900                
Common 650                     650                     -                      -                      590                     590                     590                     3,070                  
Usable 3,120                  4,220                  2,100                  1,950                  7,580                  6,430                  6,430                  31,830                
Floor R/U 1.21 1.15 1.00 1.00 1.08 1.09 1.09 7.62
Basic Rentable 3,770                  4,870                  2,100                  1,950                  8,170                  7,020                  7,020                  34,900                
Building Common 785                     750                     -                      -                      636                     644                     644                     3,460                  
Building Rentable 38,360                
Building R/U 1.099
Rentable Area 4,144                  5,353                 2,308                2,143                8,980                7,716                7,716                38,360
Basement First Floor Unit 1 Unit 2 Second Floor Third Floor Fourth Floor Total
Rent/SF -$                    -$                    1.50$                  1.50$                  1.50$                  1.50$                  1.50$                  1.07$                  
Monthly Rent -$                    -$                    3,462$                3,215$                13,470$              11,574$              11,574$              43,295$              
Annual Rent -$                    -$                    41,547$              38,580$              161,638$            138,886$            138,886$            519,538$            
Vacancy Rate 0 0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Monthly Rent w/ Vacancy -$                    -$                    3,289$                3,054$                12,796$              10,995$              10,995$              41,130$
Annual Rent w/ Vacancy -$                    -$                    39,470$              36,651$              153,557$            131,942$            131,942$            493,561$
Parking Storage Fitness Center Total
No. of Units 29 16 20 0
Rent per Unit 55$                     50$                     30$                     0
Monthly Rent 1,595$                800$                   600$                   2,995$
Annual Rent 19,140$              9,600$                7,200$                35,940$
Area Calculations (BOMA)
Revenue
Monthly Annual
Maintenance (200)$                  (2,400)$               3,500,000$         
Insurance (100)$                  (1,200)$               6.50%
Taxes (100)$                  (1,200)$               1/1/2012
Electricity (750)$                  (9,000)$               1/1/2027
Water & Sewer (2,000)$               (24,000)$             15                       
Garbage (200)$                  (2,400)$               (30,489)$             
Recycling (200)$                  (2,400)$               (1,987,976)$        
Marketing (100)$                  (1,200)$               
Total (3,650)$               (43,800)$             
Cost
520 W Lake Street (90,500)$             
516 W Lake Street (95,800)$             
514 W Lake Street (90,500)$             
Total (276,800)$           
Cost
General Conditions (285,000)$           529,501$            
Mobilization (36,000)$             (43,800)$             
Site work (186,600)$           (276,800)$           
Subsurface (143,000)$           (3,307,780)$        
Precast Concrete (859,430)$           (365,865)$           
Plumbing (96,500)$             7.54                    
HVAC (395,000)$           
Fire Suppression (182,500)$           
Electrical (224,500)$           
Conveying System (321,000)$           
Store Front System (252,300)$           
Façade System (196,500)$           
Roofing (37,500)$             
Interior Partitions (11,500)$             
Interior Finishes (65,200)$             
Doors (15,250)$             
Total (3,307,780)$        
Land Costs
Construction Costs
Annual Loan Payments
Break Even
Annual Operating Costs
Land Costs
Construction Costs
Break Even
Operating Costs Loan Amortization
Loan Amount
Annual Interest Rate
Loan Period in Years
Total Interest
Scheduled Monthly Payment
Start Date
Annual Revenue
Finish Date
Monthly Annual
Maintenance (200)$                  (2,400)$              3,500,000$         
Insurance (100)$                  (1,200)$              6.50%
Taxes (100)$                  (1,200)$               1/1/2012
Electricity (750)$                  (9,000)$               1/1/2027
Water & Sewer (2,000)$               (24,000)$            15                       
Garbage (200)$                  (2,400)$              (30,489)$             
Recycling (200)$                  (2,400)$              (1,987,976)$        
Marketing (100)$                  (1,200)$               
Total (3,650)$               (43,800)$             
Cost
52  W Lake Street (90,500)$             
516 W Lake Street (95,800)$             
514 W Lake Street (90,500)$             
Total (276,800)$           
Cost
General Conditions (285,000)$           529,501$            
Mobilization (36,000)$             (43,800)$             
Site work (186,600)$           (276,800)$           
Subsurface (143,000)$           (3,307,780)$        
Precast Concrete (859,430)$           (365,865)$           
Plumbing (96,500)$             7.54                    
HVAC (395,000)$           
Fire Suppression (182,500)$           
Electrical (224,500)$           
Conveying System (321,000)$           
Store Front System (252,300)$           
Façade System (196,500)$           
Roofing (37,500)$             
Interior Partitions (11,500)$             
Interior Finishes (65,200)$             
Doors (15,250)$             
Total (3,307,780)$        
Land Costs
Construction Costs
Annual Loan Payments
Break Even
Annual Operating Costs
Land Costs
Construction Costs
Break Even
Operating Costs Loan Amortization
Loan Amount
Annual Interest Rate
Loan Period in Years
Total Interest
Scheduled Monthly Payment
Start Date
Annual Revenue
Finish Date
Monthly Annual
Maintenance (200)$                  (2,400)$               3,500,000$         
Insurance (100)$                  (1,200)$               6.50%
Taxes (100)$                  (1,200)$               1/1/2012
Electricity (750)$                  (9,000)$               1/1/2027
Water & Sewer (2,000)$               (24,000)$             15                       
Garbage (200)$                  (2,400)$               (30,489)$             
Recycling (200)$                  (2,400)$               (1,987,976)$        
Marketing (100)$                  (1,200)$               
Total (3,650)$               (43,800)$             
Cost
520 W Lake Street (90,500)$             
516 W Lake Street (95,800)$             
514 W Lake Street (90,500)$             
Total (276,800)$           
Cost
General Conditions (285,000)$           529,501$            
Mobilization (36,000)$             (43,800)$             
Site work (186,600)$           (276,800)$           
Subsurface (143,000)$           (3,307,780)$        
Precast Concrete (859,430)$           (365,865)$           
Plumbing (96,500)$             7.54                    
HVAC (395,000)$           
Fire Suppression (182,500)$           
Electrical (224,500)$           
Conveying System (321,000)$           
Store Front System (252,300)$           
Façade System (196,500)$           
Roofing (37,500)$             
Interior Partitions (11,500)$             
Interior Finishes (65,200)$             
Doors (15,250)$             
Total (3,307,780)$        
Land Costs
Construction Costs
Annual Loan Payments
Break Even
Annual Operating Costs
Land Costs
Construction Costs
Break Even
Operating Costs Loan Amortization
Loan Amount
Annual Interest Rate
Loan Period in Years
Total Interest
Scheduled Monthly Payment
Start Date
Annual Revenue
Finish Date
Monthly Annual
Maintenance (200)$                  (2,400)$               3,500,000$         
Insurance (100)$                  (1,200)$               6.50%
Taxes (10 )$                  (1,200)$               1/1/2012
Electricity (75 ) (9,000)$               1/1/2027
Water & Sewer (2,0 )               (24,000)             15                       
Garbage ( )                  (2,40 )               (30,489)$             
Recycling (200)$                  (2,400)$               (1,987,976)$        
Marketing (100)$                 (1,200)$               
Total (3,650)$               (43,800)$             
Cost
520 W Lake Street (90,500)$             
516 W Lake Street (95,800)$             
514 W Lake Street (90,500)$             
Total (276,800)$           
Cost
General Conditions (285,000)$           529,501$            
Mobilization (36,000)$             (43,800)$             
Site work (186,600)$           (276,800)$           
Subsurface (143,000)$           (3,307,780)$        
Precast Concrete (859,430)$           (365,865)$           
Plumbing (96,500)$             7.54                    
HVAC (395,000)$           
Fire Suppression (182,500)$           
Electrical (224,500)$           
Conveying System (321,000)$           
Store Front System (252,300)$           
Façade System (196,500)$           
Roofing (37,500)$             
Interior Partitions (11,500)$             
Interior Finishes (65,200)$             
Doors (15,250)$             
Total (3,307,780)$        
Land Costs
Construction Costs
Annual Loan Payments
Break Even
Annual Operating Costs
Land Costs
Construction Costs
Break Even
Operating Costs Loan Amortization
Loan Amount
Annual Interest Rate
Loan Period in Years
Total Interest
Scheduled Monthly Payment
Start Date
Annual Revenue
Finish Date
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Cost Pro Forma
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Construction Stagging Plan
ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors Successors
1 1 Core & Shell 210 days Mon 3/5/12 Fri 12/21/12
2 1.1 Project Start 0 days Mon 3/5/12 Mon 3/5/12 4,9
3 1.2 Mobilization 4 days Mon 3/5/12 Thu 3/8/12
4 1.2.1 Construction Layout 1 day Mon 3/5/12 Mon 3/5/12 2 5,6,7,13
5 1.2.2 Construction Facilities 1 day Tue 3/6/12 Tue 3/6/12 4
6 1.2.3 Erosion Control 2 days Tue 3/6/12 Wed 3/7/12 4
7 1.2.4 Site Fence 2 days Tue 3/6/12 Wed 3/7/12 4 8,11
8 1.2.5 Project Sign 1 day Thu 3/8/12 Thu 3/8/12 7
9 1.2.6 Temporary Utilities 4 days Mon 3/5/12 Thu 3/8/12 2 11
10 1.3 Sitework 28 days Fri 3/9/12 Tue 4/17/12
11 1.3.1 Existing Paving Demo 5 days Fri 3/9/12 Thu 3/15/12 7,9 12SS+3 days,13
12 1.3.2 Site Clearing 5 days Wed 3/14/12 Tue 3/20/12 11SS+3 days 13
13 1.3.3 Grading 10 days Wed 3/21/12 Tue 4/3/12 12,4,11 14
14 1.3.4 Excavation 10 days Wed 4/4/12 Tue 4/17/12 13 16
15 1.4 Subsurface Work 37 days Wed 4/18/12 Thu 6/7/12
16 1.4.1 Concrete Footing Formwork 10 days Wed 4/18/12 Tue 5/1/12 14 20,17SS+5 days
17 1.4.2 Concrete Footings 10 days Wed 4/25/12 Tue 5/8/12 16SS+5 days 18
18 1.4.3 Foundation Walls 15 days Wed 5/9/12 Tue 5/29/12 17 19,25
19 1.4.4 Subsurface Drainage 5 days Wed 5/30/12 Tue 6/5/12 18 24
20 1.4.5 Water Distribution 5 days Wed 5/2/12 Tue 5/8/12 16 21SS+2 days,24
21 1.4.6 Sanitary Sewer 5 days Fri 5/4/12 Thu 5/10/12 20SS+2 days 22SS+2 days,24
22 1.4.7 Storm Sewer 5 days Tue 5/8/12 Mon 5/14/12 21SS+2 days 23SS+2 days,24
23 1.4.8 Electrical & Communication 5 days Thu 5/10/12 Wed 5/16/12 22SS+2 days 24
24 1.4.9 Backfill 2 days Wed 6/6/12 Thu 6/7/12 19,23,22,21,20 27
25 1.4.10 Basement Floor 5 days Wed 5/30/12 Tue 6/5/12 18 27
26 1.5 Precast Concrete 35 days Fri 6/8/12 Thu 7/26/12
27 1.5.1 Basement Columns 1 day Fri 6/8/12 Fri 6/8/12 24,25 28
28 1.5.2 Basement Beams & Stairs 2 days Mon 6/11/12 Tue 6/12/12 27 29
29 1.5.3 Ground Floor Hollow Core Planks 3 days Wed 6/13/12 Fri 6/15/12 28 30
30 1.5.4 Ground Floor Columns 1 day Mon 6/18/12 Mon 6/18/12 29 31
31 1.5.5 Ground Floor Walls 1 day Tue 6/19/12 Tue 6/19/12 30 32
32 1.5.6 Ground Floor Beams & Stairs 2 days Wed 6/20/12 Thu 6/21/12 31 33
33 1.5.7 Second Floor Hollow Core Planks 3 days Fri 6/22/12 Tue 6/26/12 32 34
34 1.5.8 Second Floor Columns 1 day Wed 6/27/12 Wed 6/27/12 33 35
35 1.5.9 Second Floor Walls 1 day Thu 6/28/12 Thu 6/28/12 34 36
36 1.5.10 Second Floor Beams & Stairs 2 days Fri 6/29/12 Mon 7/2/12 35 37
37 1.5.11 Third Floor Hollow Core Planks 3 days Tue 7/3/12 Thu 7/5/12 36 38,46
38 1.5.12 Third Floor Columns 1 day Fri 7/6/12 Fri 7/6/12 37 39
39 1.5.13 Third Floor Walls 1 day Mon 7/9/12 Mon 7/9/12 38 40
40 1.5.14 Third Floor Beams & Stairs 2 days Tue 7/10/12 Wed 7/11/12 39 41
41 1.5.15 Fourth Floor Hollow Core Planks 3 days Thu 7/12/12 Mon 7/16/12 40 42
42 1.5.16 Fourth Floor Columns 1 day Tue 7/17/12 Tue 7/17/12 41 43
43 1.5.17 Fourth Floor Walls 1 day Wed 7/18/12 Wed 7/18/12 42 44
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44 1.5.18 Fourth Floor Beams & Stairs 2 days Thu 7/19/12 Fri 7/20/12 43 45
45 1.5.19 Roof Hollow Core Planks 3 days Mon 7/23/12 Wed 7/25/12 44 50
46 1.5.20 Ground Floor Topping 2 days Fri 7/6/12 Mon 7/9/12 37 47,52
47 1.5.21 Second Floor Topping 2 days Tue 7/10/12 Wed 7/11/12 46 48
48 1.5.22 Third Floor Topping 2 days Thu 7/12/12 Fri 7/13/12 47 49
49 1.5.23 Fourth Floor Topping 2 days Mon 7/16/12 Tue 7/17/12 48 50
50 1.5.24 Roof Topping 1 day Thu 7/26/12 Thu 7/26/12 49,45 53,62,64
51 1.6 Building Envelope 90 days Tue 7/10/12 Mon 11/12/12
52 1.6.1 Ground Floor Doors 1 day Tue 7/10/12 Tue 7/10/12 46 64
53 1.6.2 Roofing 5 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu 8/2/12 50 54,81
54 1.6.3 Ground Floor Glazing 10 days Fri 8/3/12 Thu 8/16/12 53 55,76,77
55 1.6.4 Second Floor Glazing 10 days Fri 8/17/12 Thu 8/30/12 54 56,78
56 1.6.5 Third Floor Glazing 10 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 9/13/12 55 57,79
57 1.6.6 Fourth Floor Glazing 12 days Fri 9/14/12 Mon 10/1/12 56 58,60,80
58 1.6.7 Metal Façade South Side 15 days Tue 10/2/12 Mon 10/22/12 57 59
59 1.6.8 Metal Façade North Side 15 days Tue 10/23/12 Mon 11/12/12 58 141
60 1.7 Building Enclosure 0 days Mon 10/1/12 Mon 10/1/12 57 136
61 1.8 Conveying System 20 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu 8/23/12
62 1.8.1 Elevator 20 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu 8/23/12 50 141
63 1.9 Interior Framing 13 days Fri 7/27/12 Tue 8/14/12
64 1.9.1 Basement Framing 5 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu 8/2/12 50,52 65,70
65 1.9.2 Ground Floor Framing 2 days Fri 8/3/12 Mon 8/6/12 64 66,71
66 1.9.3 Second Floor Framing 2 days Tue 8/7/12 Wed 8/8/12 65 67,72
67 1.9.4 Third Floor Framing 2 days Thu 8/9/12 Fri 8/10/12 66 68,73
68 1.9.5 Fourth Floor Framing 2 days Mon 8/13/12 Tue 8/14/12 67 74
69 1.10 Interior Doors 9 days Fri 8/3/12 Wed 8/15/12
70 1.10.1 Basment Doors 1 day Fri 8/3/12 Fri 8/3/12 64 71,101
71 1.10.2 Ground Floor Doors 1 day Tue 8/7/12 Tue 8/7/12 65,70 72,102
72 1.10.3 Second Floor Doors 1 day Thu 8/9/12 Thu 8/9/12 66,71 73,103
73 1.10.4 Third Floor Doors 1 day Mon 8/13/12 Mon 8/13/12 67,72 74,104
74 1.10.5 Fourth Floor Doors 1 day Wed 8/15/12 Wed 8/15/12 68,73 105
75 1.11 HVAC Rough In 41 days Fri 8/17/12 Fri 10/12/12
76 1.11.1 Basement HVAC Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/17/12 Thu 8/30/12 54 77,83
77 1.11.2 Ground Floor HVAC Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 9/13/12 76,54 78,84
78 1.11.3 Second Floor HVAC Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/14/12 Thu 9/20/12 77,55 79,85
79 1.11.4 Third Floor HVAC Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/21/12 Thu 9/27/12 78,56 80,86
80 1.11.5 Fourth Floor HVAC Rough-In 4 days Tue 10/2/12 Fri 10/5/12 79,57 81,87
81 1.11.6 Rooftop Units 5 days Mon 10/8/12 Fri 10/12/12 80,53
82 1.12 Plumbing Rough In 30 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 10/11/12
83 1.12.1 Basement Plumbing Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 9/13/12 76 84,89
84 1.12.2 Ground Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/14/12 Thu 9/20/12 83,77 85,90
85 1.12.3 Second Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/21/12 Thu 9/27/12 84,78 86,91
86 1.12.4 Third Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/28/12 Thu 10/4/12 85,79 87,92
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130 1.19.6 Basement Floor 5 days Fri 10/26/12 Thu 11/1/12 125 131
131 1.19.7 Ground Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/2/12 Thu 11/8/12 126,130 132
132 1.19.8 Second Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/9/12 Thu 11/15/12 127,131 133
133 1.19.9 Third Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/16/12 Thu 11/22/12 128,132 134
134 1.19.10 Fourth Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/23/12 Thu 11/29/12 129,133 141
135 1.20 Paving & Landscaping 29 days Tue 10/2/12 Fri 11/9/12
136 1.20.1 Base Course 5 days Tue 10/2/12 Mon 10/8/12 60 137
137 1.20.2 Paving 9 days Tue 10/9/12 Fri 10/19/12 136 138
138 1.20.3 Side Walks 5 days Mon 10/22/12 Fri 10/26/12 137 139
139 1.20.4 Landscaping 10 days Mon 10/29/12 Fri 11/9/12 138 143
140 1.21 Close Out 16 days Fri 11/30/12 Fri 12/21/12
141 1.21.1 Start Up, Test and Balance 10 days Fri 11/30/12 Thu 12/13/12 123,134,62,59 142,143
142 1.21.2 Punchlist 5 days Fri 12/14/12 Thu 12/20/12 141 145
143 1.21.3 Clean Up 4 days Fri 12/14/12 Wed 12/19/12 141,139 144,145
144 1.21.4 Demobilization 2 days Thu 12/20/12 Fri 12/21/12 143 146
145 1.21.5 Turnover 1 day Fri 12/21/12 Fri 12/21/12 143,142 146
146 1.22 Project Finish 0 days Fri 12/21/12 Fri 12/21/12 145,144
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44 1.5.18 Fourth Floor Beams & Stairs 2 days Thu 7/19/12 Fri 7/20/12 43 45
45 1.5.19 Roof Hollow Core Planks 3 days Mon 7/23/12 Wed 7/25/12 44 50
46 1.5.20 Ground Floor Topping 2 days Fri 7/6/12 Mon 7/9/12 37 47,52
47 1.5.21 Second Floor Topping 2 days Tue 7/10/12 Wed 7/11/12 46 48
48 1.5.22 Third Floor Topping 2 days Thu 7/12/12 Fri 7/13/12 47 49
49 1.5.23 Fourth Floor Topping 2 days Mon 7/16/12 Tue 7/17/12 48 50
50 1.5.24 Roof Topping 1 day Thu 7/26/12 Thu 7/26/12 49,45 53,62,64
51 1.6 Building Envelope 90 days Tue 7/10/12 Mon 11/12/12
52 1.6.1 Ground Floor Doors 1 day Tue 7/10/12 Tue 7/10/12 46 64
53 1.6.2 Roofing 5 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu 8/2/12 50 54,81
54 1.6.3 Ground Floor Glazing 10 days Fri 8/3/12 Thu 8/16/12 53 55,76,77
55 1.6.4 Second Floor Glazing 10 days Fri 8/17/12 Thu 8/30/12 54 56,78
56 1.6.5 Third Floor Glazing 10 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 9/13/12 55 57,79
57 1.6.6 Fourth Floor Glazing 12 days Fri 9/14/12 Mon 10/1/12 56 58,60,80
58 1.6.7 Metal Façade South Side 15 days Tue 10/2/12 Mon 10/22/12 57 59
59 1.6.8 Metal Façade North Side 15 days Tue 10/23/12 Mon 11/12/12 58 141
60 1.7 Building Enclosure 0 days Mon 10/1/12 Mon 10/1/12 57 136
61 1.8 Conveying System 20 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu 8/23/12
62 1.8.1 Elevator 20 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu 8/23/12 50 141
63 1.9 Interior Framing 13 days Fri 7/27/12 Tue 8/14/12
64 1.9.1 Basement Framing 5 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu 8/2/12 50,52 65,70
65 1.9.2 Ground Floor Framing 2 days Fri 8/3/12 Mon 8/6/12 64 66,71
66 1.9.3 Second Floor Framing 2 days Tue 8/7/12 Wed 8/8/12 65 67,72
67 1.9.4 Third Floor Framing 2 days Thu 8/9/12 Fri 8/10/12 66 68,73
68 1.9.5 Fourth Floor Framing 2 days Mon 8/13/12 Tue 8/14/12 67 74
69 1.10 Interior Doors 9 days Fri 8/3/12 Wed 8/15/12
70 1.10.1 Basment Doors 1 day Fri 8/3/12 Fri 8/3/12 64 71,101
71 1.10.2 Ground Floor Doors 1 day Tue 8/7/12 Tue 8/7/12 65,70 72,102
72 1.10.3 Second Floor Doors 1 day Thu 8/9/12 Thu 8/9/12 66,71 73,103
73 1.10.4 Third Floor Doors 1 day Mon 8/13/12 Mon 8/13/12 67,72 74,104
74 1.10.5 Fourth Floor Doors 1 day Wed 8/15/12 Wed 8/15/12 68,73 105
75 1.11 HVAC Rough In 41 days Fri 8/17/12 Fri 10/12/12
76 1.11.1 Basement HVAC Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/17/12 Thu 8/30/12 54 77,83
77 1.11.2 Ground Floor HVAC Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 9/13/12 76,54 78,84
78 1.11.3 Second Floor HVAC Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/14/12 Thu 9/20/12 77,55 79,85
79 1.11.4 Third Floor HVAC Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/21/12 Thu 9/27/12 78,56 80,86
80 1.11.5 Fourth Floor HVAC Rough-In 4 days Tue 10/2/12 Fri 10/5/12 79,57 81,87
81 1.11.6 Rooftop Units 5 days Mon 10/8/12 Fri 10/12/12 80,53
82 1.12 Plumbing Rough In 30 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 10/11/12
83 1.12.1 Basement Plumbing Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 9/13/12 76 84,89
84 1.12.2 Ground Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/14/12 Thu 9/20/12 83,77 85,90
85 1.12.3 Second Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/21/12 Thu 9/27/12 84,78 86,91
86 1.12.4 Third Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/28/12 Thu 10/4/12 85,79 87,92
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44 5 18 Fourth Floor Beams & Stairs 2 days Thu 7/ 9/12 Fri 7/20/12 43 45
45 5 19 Roof Holl w Core Planks 3 days Mon 7/23/12 Wed 7/25/ 44 0
46 5 20 Ground Floor Topping 2 days Fri 7/6/12 7/9/12 3 47,52
47 5 21 Second Floor Topping 2 days 7/10/12 Wed 7/1 /12 46 48
48 1.5.22 Third Flo r Topping 2 Thu 7/12/12 Fri 7/ 3 2 4 49
49 1.5.23 Fourth Floor Topping  days Mon 7/16/12 ue 7/17/ 48 50
50 5 24 Roof Topping 1 day Thu 7/26/12 7 6 49,45 53,62,64
51 6 Building Envelope 90 Tue 7/10/12 Mon 1 /12/12
52 6 Ground Floor Doors 1 Tue 7/10/12 ue 7 10/12 46 4
53 6 Ro fi g 5 7 27/12 Thu 8/2/12 50 54 8
54 6 Grou Gl zing 10 days Fri 8/3/12 Thu 8/16/12 53 55 6,77
55 6 Second Floor Glazing 10 days Fri 8/17 Thu 8/30/12 54 56 8
56 6 Third Flo r Glazing 10 days Fri 8/31/12 hu 9 3 55 57,79
57 1.6.6 Fou th Floor Glazing 12 days  9/14/12 Mon 10/1/ 56 58,60,80
58 6.7 Metal Façade South Side 5 days Tue 10/2/12 Mon 10/ 2/12 57 59
59 6.8 Metal Façade North Side 5 days 10/23/12 Mon 11 /12 58 141
60 1.7 Building E closu e 0 s Mon 10 /12 Mon 10 /12 57 1 6
61 1.8 Conveying System 20 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu /2 /
62 8.1 Elevator 20 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu 8/23/12 50 41
63 9 Interior Framing 13 7 2 Tue 8 4
64 9.1 Basement Framing 5 days 7 2 2/12 0,52 65 70
65 9.2 Ground Flo r Framing 2 days /12 Mon 8/6/12 64 66 71
66 9.3 Second Flo r Framing 2 Tue 8/7 Wed 8/8/12 65 67 72
67 9.4 Third Flo r Framing 2 Thu 8/9 Fri 8/10/12 66 68 73
68 9.5 Fourth Flo r Framing 2 Mon 8/13/12 Tue 8 14/12 67 74
69 1.10 Interior D ors 9 Fri 8/3/12 Wed 8/15/12
70 1.10.1 Basment Doors 1 day i / / 2 Fri 8/3/12 64 71,101
71 0 2 Ground Floor Doors  day Tue 8/7 ue 8 7/12 65,70 72 102
72 0 3 Seco Doors 1 Thu 8/9 8 9/12 66 1 73 1 3
73 0 4 Third Floor Doors 1 Mon 8/13/12 Mon 8/13/12 67 2 74 104
74 0 5 Fourth Fl or Doors 1 Wed 8/15/12 Wed 8/15/12 68 3 105
75 1.11 HVAC Rough In 41 days Fri 8/17/12 Fri 10/12/12
76 1.11.1 Basement HVAC Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/17/12 Thu 8/30/12 54 77,83
77 1.11.2 Ground Floor HVAC Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 9/13/12 76,54 78,84
78 1.11.3 Second Floor HVAC Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/14/12 Thu 9/20/12 77,55 79,85
79 1.11.4 Third Floor HVAC Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/21/12 Thu 9/27/12 78,56 80,86
80 1.11.5 Fourth Floor HVAC Rough-In 4 days Tue 10/2/12 Fri 10/5/12 79,57 81,87
81 1.11.6 Rooftop Units 5 days Mon 10/8/12 Fri 10/12/12 80,53
82 1.12 Plumbing Rough In 30 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 10/11/12
83 1.12.1 Basement Plumbing Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 9/13/12 76 84,89
84 1.12.2 Ground Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/14/12 Thu 9/20/12 83,77 85,90
85 1.12.3 Second Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/21/12 Thu 9/27/12 84,78 86,91
86 1.12.4 Third Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/28/12 Thu 10/4/12 85,79 87,92
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87 1.12.5 Fourth Floor Plumbing Rough-In  days Mon 0/8/12 Thu 10/11/12 86,80 93
88 1.13 Electrical Rough In 29  9/ 4/ Wed 10/24/12
89 3 1 Basement Electrical 9 14 27 83 90 95
90 3 2 Grou Electrical Rough-In 10 days 28 10/11/12 89 84 91 96
91 3 3 Second Floor Electrical Rough-In 3 10/ 2/12 ue 10/16/12 90 85 92 97
92 3 4 Third Flo r Electrical Rough-In 3 Wed 10/17/12 19/12 91 86 93 98
93 3 5 F ur h Floor Electrical Rough-In 3 22/12 Wed 10/24/12 92 87 99
94 4 Fire Suppression 29 9 28 Wed 11/7/12
95 4 Fire Suppression 9 28 10/11/12 89 96 101
96 4 Fire Suppression 10/12/12 10/18/12 95 90 97 1 2
97 4 Fire Suppression 10/ 9/12 10/25/12 96 91 98 103
98 4 Fire Suppression 10/26/12 1 1 97 92 99 104
99 1.14.5 Fourth Floor Fire Suppression 4 days Fri 11/2/12 Wed 11/7/12 98,93 105
100 1.15 Gypsum Board 20 days Fri 10/12/12 Thu 11/8/12
101 1.15.1 Basement Gypsum Board 5 days Fri 10/12/12 Thu 10/18/12 95,70 102,107,125
102 1.15.2 Ground Floor Gypsum Board 5 days Fri 10/19/12 Thu 10/25/12 101,96,71 103,108,126
103 1.15.3 Second Floor Gypsum Board 1 day Fri 10/26/12 Fri 10/26/12 102,97,72 104,109,127
104 1.15.4 Third Floor Gypsum Board 1 day Fri 11/2/12 Fri 11/2/12 103,98,73 105,110,128
105 1.15.5 Fourth Floor Gypsum Board 1 day Thu 11/8/12 Thu 11/8/12 104,99,74 111,129
106 1.16 HVAC Finish 22 days Fri 10/19/12 Mon 11/19/12
107 1.16.1 Basement HVAC Finish 5 days Fri 10/19/12 Thu 10/25/12 101 108,113
108 1.16.2 Ground Floor HVAC Finish 5 days Fri 10/26/12 Thu 11/1/12 107,102 109,114
109 1.16.3 Second Floor HVAC Finish 4 days Fri 11/2/12 Wed 11/7/12 108,103 110,115
110 1.16.4 Third Floor HVAC Finish 4 days Thu 11/8/12 Tue 11/13/12 109,104 111,116
111 1.16.5 Fourth Floor HVAC Finish 4 days Wed 11/14/12 Mon 11/19/12 110,105 117
112 1.17 Plumbing Finish 19 days Fri 10/26/12 Wed 11/21/12
113 1.17.1 Basement Plumbing Finish 5 days Fri 10/26/12 Thu 11/1/12 107 114,119
114 1.17.2 Ground Floor Plumbing Finish 5 days Fri 11/2/12 Thu 11/8/12 113,108 115,120
115 1.17.3 Second Floor Plumbing Finish 2 days Fri 11/9/12 Mon 11/12/12 114,109 116,121
116 1.17.4 Third Floor Plumbing Finish 2 days Wed 11/14/12 Thu 11/15/12 115,110 117,122
117 1.17.5 Fourth Floor Plumbing Finish 2 days Tue 11/20/12 Wed 11/21/12 116,111 123
118 1.18 Electrical Finish 16 days Fri 11/2/12 Fri 11/23/12
119 1.18.1 Basement Electrical Finish 5 days Fri 11/2/12 Thu 11/8/12 113 120
120 1.18.2 Ground Floor Electrical Finish 5 days Fri 11/9/12 Thu 11/15/12 119,114 121
121 1.18.3 Second Floor Electrical Finish 2 days Fri 11/16/12 Mon 11/19/12 120,115 122
122 1.18.4 Third Floor Electrical Finish 2 days Tue 11/20/12 Wed 11/21/12 121,116 123
123 1.18.5 Fourth Floor Electrical Finish 2 days Thu 11/22/12 Fri 11/23/12 122,117 141
124 1.19 Interior Finishes 30 days Fri 10/19/12 Thu 11/29/12
125 1.19.1 Basement Painting 5 days Fri 10/19/12 Thu 10/25/12 101 130,126
126 1.19.2 Ground Floor Painting 5 days Fri 10/26/12 Thu 11/1/12 102,125 131,127
127 1.19.3 Second Floor Painting 2 days Fri 11/2/12 Mon 11/5/12 103,126 132,128
128 1.19.4 Third Floor Painting 2 days Tue 11/6/12 Wed 11/7/12 104,127 133,129
129 1.19.5 Fourth Floor Painting 2 days Fri 11/9/12 Mon 11/12/12 105,128 134
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130 1.19.6 Basement Floor 5 days Fri 10/26/12 Thu 11/1/12 125 131
131 1.19.7 Ground Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/2/12 Thu 11/8/12 126,130 132
132 1.19.8 Second Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/9/12 Thu 11/15/12 127,131 133
133 1.19.9 Third Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/16/12 Thu 11/22/12 128,132 134
134 1.19.10 Fourth Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/23/12 Thu 11/29/12 129,133 141
135 1.20 Paving & Landscaping 29 days Tue 10/2/12 Fri 11/9/12
136 1.20.1 Base Course 5 days Tue 10/2/12 Mon 10/8/12 60 137
137 1.20.2 Paving 9 days Tue 10/9/12 Fri 10/19/12 136 138
138 1.20.3 Side Walks 5 days Mon 10/22/12 Fri 10/26/12 137 139
139 1.20.4 Landscaping 10 days Mon 10/29/12 Fri 11/9/12 138 143
140 1.21 Close Out 16 days Fri 11/30/12 Fri 12/21/12
141 1.21.1 Start Up, Test and Balance 10 days Fri 11/30/12 Thu 12/13/12 123,134,62,59 142,143
142 1.21.2 Punchlist 5 days Fri 12/14/12 Thu 12/20/12 141 145
143 1.21.3 Clean Up 4 days Fri 12/14/12 Wed 12/19/12 141,139 144,145
144 1.21.4 Demobilization 2 days Thu 12/20/12 Fri 12/21/12 143 146
145 1.21.5 Turnover 1 day Fri 12/21/12 Fri 12/21/12 143,142 146
146 1.22 Project Finish 0 days Fri 12/21/12 Fri 12/21/12 145,144
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors Successors
87 1.12.5 Fourth Floor Plumbing Rough-In 4 days Mon 10/8/12 Thu 10/11/12 86,80 93
88 1.13 Electrical Rough In 29 days Fri 9/14/12 Wed 10/24/12
89 1.13.1 Basement Electrical Rough-In 10 days Fri 9/14/12 Thu 9/27/12 83 90,95
90 1.13.2 Ground Floor Electrical Rough-In 10 days Fri 9/28/12 Thu 10/11/12 89,84 91,96
91 1.13.3 Second Floor Electrical Rough-In 3 days Fri 10/12/12 Tue 10/16/12 90,85 92,97
92 1.13.4 Third Floor Electrical Rough-In 3 days Wed 10/17/12 Fri 10/19/12 91,86 93,98
93 1.13.5 Fourth Floor Electrical Rough-In 3 days Mon 10/22/12 Wed 10/24/12 92,87 99
94 1.14 Fire Suppression 29 days Fri 9/28/12 Wed 11/7/12
95 1.14.1 Basement Fire Suppression 10 days Fri 9/28/12 Thu 10/11/12 89 96,101
96 1.14.2 Ground Floor Fire Suppression 5 days Fri 10/12/12 Thu 10/18/12 95,90 97,102
97 1.14.3 Second Floor Fire Suppression 5 days Fri 10/19/12 Thu 10/25/12 96,91 98,103
98 1.14.4 Third Floor Fire Suppression 5 days Fri 10/26/12 Thu 11/1/12 97,92 99,104
99 1.14.5 Fourth Floor Fire Suppression 4 days Fri 11/2/12 Wed 11/7/12 98,93 105
100 1.15 Gypsum Board 20 days Fri 10/12/12 Thu 11/8/12
101 1.15.1 Basement Gypsum Board 5 days Fri 10/12/12 Thu 10/18/12 95,70 102,107,125
102 1.15.2 Ground Floor Gypsum Board 5 days Fri 10/19/12 Thu 10/25/12 101,96,71 103,108,126
103 1.15.3 Second Floor Gypsum Board 1 day Fri 10/26/12 Fri 10/26/12 102,97,72 104,109,127
104 1.15.4 Third Floor Gypsum Board 1 day Fri 11/2/12 Fri 11/2/12 103,98,73 105,110,128
105 1.15.5 Fourth Floor Gypsum Board 1 day Thu 11/8/12 Thu 11/8/12 104,99,74 111,129
106 1.16 HVAC Finish 22 days Fri 10/19/12 Mon 11/19/12
107 1.16.1 Basement HVAC Finish 5 days Fri 10/19/12 Thu 10/25/12 101 108,113
108 1.16.2 Ground Floor HVAC Finish 5 days Fri 10/26/12 Thu 11/1/12 107,102 109,114
109 1.16.3 Second Floor HVAC Finish 4 days Fri 11/2/12 Wed 11/7/12 108,103 110,115
110 1.16.4 Third Floor HVAC Finish 4 days Thu 11/8/12 Tue 11/13/12 109,104 111,116
111 1.16.5 Fourth Floor HVAC Finish 4 days Wed 11/14/12 Mon 11/19/12 110,105 117
112 1.17 Plumbing Finish 19 days Fri 10/26/12 Wed 11/21/12
113 1.17.1 Basement Plumbing Finish 5 days Fri 10/26/12 Thu 11/1/12 107 114,119
114 1.17.2 Ground Floor Plumbing Finish 5 days Fri 11/2/12 Thu 11/8/12 113,108 115,120
115 1.17.3 Second Floor Plumbing Finish 2 days Fri 11/9/12 Mon 11/12/12 114,109 116,121
116 1.17.4 Third Floor Plumbing Finish 2 days Wed 11/14/12 Thu 11/15/12 115,110 117,122
117 1.17.5 Fourth Floor Plumbing Finish 2 days Tue 11/20/12 Wed 11/21/12 116,111 123
118 1.18 Electrical Finish 16 days Fri 11/2/12 Fri 11/23/12
119 1.18.1 Basement Electrical Finish 5 days Fri 11/2/12 Thu 11/8/12 113 120
120 1.18.2 Ground Floor Electrical Finish 5 days Fri 11/9/12 Thu 11/15/12 119,114 121
121 1.18.3 Second Floor Electrical Finish 2 days Fri 11/16/12 Mon 11/19/12 120,115 122
122 1.18.4 Third Floor Electrical Finish 2 days Tue 11/20/12 Wed 11/21/12 121,116 123
123 1.18.5 Fourth Floor Electrical Finish 2 days Thu 11/22/12 Fri 11/23/12 122,117 141
124 1.19 Interior Finishes 30 days Fri 10/19/12 Thu 11/29/12
125 1.19.1 Basement Painting 5 days Fri 10/19/12 Thu 10/25/12 101 130,126
126 1.19.2 Ground Floor Painting 5 days Fri 10/26/12 Thu 11/1/12 102,125 131,127
127 1.19.3 Second Floor Painting 2 days Fri 11/2/12 Mon 11/5/12 103,126 132,128
128 1.19.4 Third Floor Painting 2 days Tue 11/6/12 Wed 11/7/12 104,127 133,129
129 1.19.5 Fourth Floor Painting 2 days Fri 11/9/12 Mon 11/12/12 105,128 134
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44 1.5.18 Fourth Floor Beams & Stairs 2 days Thu 7/19/ Fri 7/20/12 43 45
45 5.19 Roof Hollow Core Planks 3 Mon 7/23/12 Wed 7/25/12 44 50
46 5.20 Topping 2 7/6/12 Mon 7/9/12 37 47,52
47 5.21 Topping Tue 7 10/12 Wed 7/1 /12 46 48
48 5.22 Topping Thu 7/ 2/12 Fri 7/13/12 47 49
49 5.23 Topping Mon 7/16/12 Tue 7/ 7/ 2 48 50
50 1.5.24 Roof Topping  day Thu 7/ 6/12 Thu 7/ 6/ 49,45 53,62,64
51 1.6 Building Envelop 90 days Tue 7 10/12 Mon 11/12/12
52 6.1 Ground Flo r Doors 1 Tue 7 10/12 ue 7/10/12 46 64
53 6.2 Roofing 5 7/27/12 Thu 8/2 2 50 54,81
54 6.3 Ground Fl or Glaz ng 10 days Fri 8/3/12 Thu 8/ 6/ 2 53 55,76,77
55 6.4 Second G azing 10 days Fri 8/17/12 Thu 8 30 54 56,78
56 1.6.5 Third Floor Glazing 1  8/3 /12  9/ 3/12 55 57,79
57 6.6 Fourth Floor Glazi 12 days 9/14/12 Mon 10/1/12 56 58,60,80
58 6.7 Metal Façade South Side 15 days Tue 10/2 Mon 10/22/12 57 59
59 6.8 Metal Façade North Side 15 days Tue 0/23/12 12/12 58 41
60 1.7 Building Encl sure 0 Mon 10/1/12 Mon 0/1/ 57 6
61 1.8 Conveying System 0 days  7/27 Thu 8/23/12
62 1.8.1 Elevator 20 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu 8/23/12 50 141
63 1.9 Interior Framing 13 days Fri 7/27/12 Tue 8/14/12
64 1.9.1 Basement Framing 5 days Fri 7/27/12 Thu 8/2/12 50,52 65,70
65 1.9.2 Ground Floor Framing 2 days Fri 8/3/12 Mon 8/6/12 64 66,71
66 1.9.3 Second Floor Framing 2 days Tue 8/7/12 Wed 8/8/12 65 67,72
67 1.9.4 Third Floor Framing 2 days Thu 8/9/12 Fri 8/10/12 66 68,73
68 1.9.5 Fourth Floor Framing 2 days Mon 8/13/12 Tue 8/14/12 67 74
69 1.10 Interior Doors 9 days Fri 8/3/12 Wed 8/15/12
70 1.10.1 Basment Doors 1 day Fri 8/3/12 Fri 8/3/12 64 71,101
71 1.10.2 Ground Floor Doors 1 day Tue 8/7/12 Tue 8/7/12 65,70 72,102
72 1.10.3 Second Floor Doors 1 day Thu 8/9/12 Thu 8/9/12 66,71 73,103
73 1.10.4 Third Floor Doors 1 day Mon 8/13/12 Mon 8/13/12 67,72 74,104
74 1.10.5 Fourth Floor Doors 1 day Wed 8/15/12 Wed 8/15/12 68,73 105
75 1.11 HVAC Rough In 41 days Fri 8/17/12 Fri 10/12/12
76 1.11.1 Basement HVAC Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/17/12 Thu 8/30/12 54 77,83
77 1.11.2 Ground Floor HVAC Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 9/13/12 76,54 78,84
78 1.11.3 Second Floor HVAC Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/14/12 Thu 9/20/12 77,55 79,85
79 1.11.4 Third Floor HVAC Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/21/12 Thu 9/27/12 78,56 80,86
80 1.11.5 Fourth Floor HVAC Rough-In 4 days Tue 10/2/12 Fri 10/5/12 79,57 81,87
81 1.11.6 Rooftop Units 5 days Mon 10/8/12 Fri 10/12/12 80,53
82 1.12 Plumbing Rough In 30 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 10/11/12
83 1.12.1 Basement Plumbing Rough-In 10 days Fri 8/31/12 Thu 9/13/12 76 84,89
84 1.12.2 Ground Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/14/12 Thu 9/20/12 83,77 85,90
85 1.12.3 Second Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/21/12 Thu 9/27/12 84,78 86,91
86 1.12.4 Third Floor Plumbing Rough-In 5 days Fri 9/28/12 Thu 10/4/12 85,79 87,92
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130 19.6 Basement Floor 5 days 10/26/12 11/1 125 3
131 1.19.7 Ground Floor Floor 5 days 11/2 hu 11/8 126,130 132
132 19.8 Second Floor Floor 11/9 11/15/12 127,131 133
133 19.9 Third Flo r Floor 5 11/16/12 Thu 11/22/12 128,132 134
134 19.10 F urth Fl or Floor 5 Fri 11 23/12 Thu 11/29/12 129,133 141
135 1.20 Paving & Landscaping 9 days ue 10/2/12  1 /9/
136 20.1 Base C urse 5 Tue 10/2/12 Mon 10/8/12 0 137
137 1.20.2 Paving Tue 10/9/12 Fri 10/19/12 136 138
138 2 3 Side Walks 5 s Mon 10/ 2/12 10/26/12 137 139
139 2 4 Landscaping 0 days Mon 10 29/12 Fri 11 9 138 143
140 1.21 Close Out 6 days Fri 11/30/12 Fri 12/2 /12
141 21 1 Start Up, Test and Balance 0 days Fri 11/30/12 Thu 12/13/12 123,134,62,59 1 2,1 3
142 21 2 Punc list 5 s Fri 12/14/12 Thu 12/20/12 141 4
143 1.21.3 lean Up  days 12/14/12 Wed 12/19/12 141,139 144,145
144 2 4 Demobilization 2 days Thu 12/20/12 Fri 12 21 1 3 146
145 2 5 Turnover  day 12/21/12 Fri 12 21 143,142 146
146 1.22 Project Finish 0 12/21/12 Fri 12 1 145,144
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130 1.19.6 Basement Floor 5 days Fri 10/26/12 Thu 11/1/12 125 131
131 1.19.7 Ground Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/2/12 Thu 11/8/12 126,130 132
132 1.19.8 Second Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/9/12 Thu 11/15/12 127,131 133
133 1.19.9 Third Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/16/12 Thu 11/22/12 128,132 134
134 1.19.10 Fourth Floor Floor 5 days Fri 11/23/12 Thu 11/29/12 129,133 141
135 1.20 Paving & Landscaping 29 days Tue 10/2/12 Fri 11/9/12
136 1.20.1 Base Course 5 days Tue 10/2/12 Mon 10/8/12 60 137
137 1.20.2 Paving 9 days Tue 10/9/12 Fri 10/19/12 136 138
138 1.20.3 Side Walks 5 days Mon 10/22/12 Fri 10/26/12 137 139
139 1.20.4 Landscaping 10 days Mon 10/29/12 Fri 11/9/12 138 143
140 1.21 Close Out 16 days Fri 11/30/12 Fri 12/21/12
141 1.21.1 Start Up, Test and Balance 10 days Fri 11/30/12 Thu 12/13/12 123,134,62,59 142,143
142 1.21.2 Punchlist 5 days Fri 12/14/12 Thu 12/20/12 141 145
143 1.21.3 Clean Up 4 days Fri 12/14/12 Wed 12/19/12 141,139 144,145
144 1.21.4 Demobilization 2 days Thu 12/20/12 Fri 12/21/12 143 146
145 1.21.5 Turnover 1 day Fri 12/21/12 Fri 12/21/12 143,142 146
146 1.22 Project Finish 0 days Fri 12/21/12 Fri 12/21/12 145,144
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 The best approach to sustainability in building design is to apply the concept of sustainable development.  Design a building to meet the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.   Technology changes over time, so designing a building that needs minor 
renovations to accommodate these changes is far more valuable than continually demolishing buildings and rebuilding with new technologies.    
 The architect will always win when he also assumes the role of the developer and construction manager.  This approach to a project allows the archi-
tects design to be realized in its entirety, it empowers the architect as the decision maker and it also provides the financial reward that the architect deserves. 
This approach does create a greater level of risk for the architect, but this can be easily reduced with hard work and due diligence.   
 The best approach to accommodate living, live-work and working programs within a building is to allow for flexibility in design.  The flexibility can be 
applied to an individual unit or to a whole building.  If it is applied to an individual unit it is best to provide a unit option that can accommodate either living or 
live-work conditions or another unit option that can accommodate either a live-work or working condition.  If the flexibility concept is applied to a whole building, 
the skin, bones and guts approach is the best strategy for accommodating all of these uses.          
 Upon completing the project and reflecting on the work, a variety of things were identified that served as great learning experiences.  An alternative 
approach to the site selection process may have resulted in a different outcome to the project.  It might be worthwhile to create a few preliminary schematic 
designs for each site to aid in the site selection process.  There was not much value in researching the state information during the market analysis for this type 
of project, the county level is sufficient.  Other project types might still find value in researching the state information.    
 The initial goal of testing the design in energy modeling software was unfortunately not achieved.  Although, this goal was not met, a traditional design 
approach without energy modeling software can still create a building that is high performance.  Even though the data that was documented was not used for 
its initial intent, it still proved to be valuable in the decision making process.  
 The major challenge that was faced with the precast concrete structural system was achieving large open spaces and clear head heights that meet 
code requirements.  In addition, the beams become obstacles for mechanical, electrical, plumbing and fire suppression runs.  Near completion of the project a 
different precast concrete structural system was discovered that would have overcome this challenge.  It would have been beneficial to do further research on 
precast concrete structural systems prior to moving forward on the project.    
 In conclusion, this project was a very rewarding experience and was an excellent opportunity to test these ideas before actually attempting it in reality. 
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